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-PREAMBLE-
In order to effectuate the provisions of Chapter 392 of the laws of 1967 (The 
Public Employees' Fair Employment Act), to encourage and increase 
effective and harmonious working relationships between the Board of 
Education, Central Islip Union Free School District, Town of Islip, Central 
Islip, New York (hereinafter referred to as the "Board") and its professional 
employees represented by the Central Islip Teachers Association (hereinafter 
referred to as the "Association"), and to enable the professional employees 
to negotiate with the Board relative to the policies and operations of the 
schools in the District affecting teachers and limited to teachers, and since 
the educational welfare of the children attending the Central Islip Schools is 
of common interest to both the Board of Education and the Central Islip 
Teachers Association; 
This agreement is made and entered into on this 1st day of July 2005 and 
between the Board and the Association. 
ARTICLE I 
-RECOGNITION­
A.l. The Board hereby recognizes the Association as the exclusive 
negotiating and bargaining representative for the professional staff 
consisting of all members of the teaching staff and coaches on tenure, 
probation or interim appointment, except Principals, Vice Principals, 
Assistant Principals, Directors, Instructional Coordinators, Psychologists, 
and members of Central Administration. 
A.2. This recognition shall extend through the period of this agreement and 
written renewal thereof, unless another employee organization is recognized 
as the exclusive negotiating and bargaining representative in accordance 
with the Public Employees' Fair Employment Act. 
B. Unless otherwise indicated, employees in the above units will 
hereinafter be referred to as "teachers", and references to male teachers 
will include female teachers, unless otherwise specified. 
C. If a new position is created during the life of this contract, the inclusion 
of said position WIll be determined by mutual agreement of the parties. 
D.l. The Central Islip Board of Education does hereby agree that no later 
than fifteen days after the effective date of this agreement or fifteen days 
after the effective date of employment, whichever is later, each employee 
will pay to the collective bargaining agent each month a service charge 
toward the administration of this agreement and the representation of such 
employee; provided, however, that each employee will have available to 
him/her membership in the Central Islip Teachers Association on the same 
tenns and conditions as are available to every other member of the Union. 
The service charge shall be an amount equal to the collective bargaining 
agent's regular and usual initiation fee, if any, and monthly dues for each 
month thereafter in an amount equal to the regular and usual monthly dues. 
The Board of Education shall deduct such fee in the same manner the 
membership dues are deducted. 
D.2. The Central Islip Teachers Association shall supply the Board with a 
list of names of non-members at least fifteen (15) days prior to the deduction 
of any Agency Fee. 
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D.3. Any person making service fee payments to the Union in lieu of dues 
under agency shop provisions in the Union's Collective Bargaining 
Agreement, shall have the right to object to the expenditure of his/her 
portion of any part of an agency shop fee deduction which represents the 
employee's pro-rata share, if any, of expenditures by the organization in aid 
of activities or cause of a political or ideological nature only incidentally 
related to the terms and conditions of employment. Such objections shall be 
made, if at all, by the objector individually notifying the Union President 
and Treasurer of his/her objection by registered or certified mail, during the 
period between September 1-15 of each year. 
E. Appeals 
E.1. If the objector is not satisfied with the decision of the President or the 
Treasurer an appeal may be taken by such person to the Union Executive 
Board within thirty (30) days following such decision (receipt of such rebate 
or receipt ofnotice of such allocation). If the objector remains dissatisfied, 
he/she may file an appeal therefrom to the local's governing body by lodging 
the appeal with the President of the Union within thirty (30) days following 
receipt of the Executive Board decision which appeal shall be heard at the 
next regular meeting of the governing body. The governing body shall 
render a decision within thirty (30) days after hearing the appeal. 
E.2. If he/she is dissatisfied with the governing body's action the objection 
may be submitted to the American Arbitration Association for final and 
binding resolution. The arbitration shall be conducted according to the labor 
arbitration rules of the American Arbitration Association. Costs for the 
arbitration shall be borne equally by the Union and the individual filing the 
appeal. 
ARTICLE II
 
-NEGOTIATION PROCEDURE·
 
A.I. On or about January 15th, and no later than January 30th of the last 
year of the term of this agreement, the parties agree to enter into collective 
negotiations in accordance with the procedures set forth herein in good faith 
to reach agreement on all matters raised by either party concerning the terms 
and conditions of teacher's employment. Any agreement so negotiated shall 
apply to all teachers, be reduced to writing, be signed by the Superintendent 
and the Association. 
A.2. During negotiations the Board and the Association will present relevant 
data, exchange points of view and make proposals and counter-proposals. 
Both parties will also make available for inspection all pertinent and relevant 
data and information of the Central Islip School System provided such data 
is not of a confidential nature. All relevant data will be provided within 
twenty (20) school days of such request. Either party may, if so desired, 
utilize the services of outside consultants and may call upon professional and 
lay representatives to assist in the negotiations. This privilege shall not be 
abused and in the event any outside consultant is invited both parties shall be 
advised accordingly. 
B. An impasse in negotiations shall occur if either party states in writing that 
an impasse exists or an impasse may be deemed to exist if the parties fail to 
achieve agreement on all topics under negotiation at least one hundred and 
twenty (120) days prior to the end of the fiscal year of the Board of 
Education. In that event, either party may submit the impasse to the Public 
Employment Relations Board. 
C. Where the Board plans to adopt a change in policy affecting teachers' 
terms or conditions of employment, the Board will notify the Association to 
that effect in writing. Provided that the Association files a request with the 
Board within ten (10) days after receipt of said notice the Board will confer 
with the Association in accordance wi th Section 204(2) of Article 14 of the 
Civil Service Law. 
D. Nothing in this agreement precludes the right of any individual teacher to 
present his views to the Board. When a teacher plans to present his views to 
the Board concerning terms and conditions of employment the Association 
will be notified of such a meeting and sha11 be granted the right to have a 
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representative present. The Board further agrees that no change in policy or 
enactment of new policy affecting terms and conditions of teachers' 
employment will take place as a result of these meetings without first 
negotiating with the Association. 
E. The Board agrees to notify the Association concerning the development 
and implementations of programs which may affect terms and conditions of 
employment for which funds may be available from the state or federal 
governments to give the Association an opportunity to express its views. 
F. While no final agreement may be executed without ratification by the 
Board and the Association, the parties represent that their negotiation 
representatives will be given delegated power and authority to make 
proposals and concessions in the course of negotiations. 
ARTICLE III
 
-TEACHER ASSOCIATION AND BOARD RIGHTS­
A.1. The Building Principal will meet with the Association Building 
Committee at least once a month at the request of either party after school 
hours, except in the case of an emergency as deemed by the Building 
Principal and the Building Association Representative as necessary, to 
discuss school operations and questions relating to the implementation of 
this agreement. Proposed changes in existing policies or new school 
regulations or procedures shall be considered appropriate subjects for 
discussion, it being understood that such school regulations and procedures 
will be consistent with the terms of this Agreement. 
A.2. Agendas for these monthly meetings will be exchanged between the 
Association Building Committee and the Building Principal twenty-four (24) 
hours before such meeting, except in the case of an emergency. 
B.1. Teachers will have the right to have their membership dues deducted 
from their paychecks for the Central Islip Teachers Association, and 
affiliates and transmitted directly to the Central Islip Teachers Association 
as authorized by the teachers. 
B.2. Teachers will have the right to have deducted from their pay check 
monies for the purchase of savings bonds, credit union shares and deposit, 
tax-sheltered annuities, direct bank deposits, insurance premiums, flexible 
benefits plan deductions, Vote/Cope and any other deductions agreed to by 
the Board and the Association. All monies deducted from a teacher's 
paycheck will be immediately forwarded to designated financial agencies 
each pay period. Requests to change the bi-weekly deduction can be made 
once a month, but at least two weeks prior to the date of the transfer. 
c.1. The Superintendent or his representative and representatives of the 
Association will meet regularly on at least a monthly basis after school 
hours, except in the case of an emergency as mutually deemed necessary by 
the Superintendent or his representative and the Association representative, 
to discuss the proposed budget recommendations and suggestions for matters 
relating to this agreement and other matters of mutual concern. 
C.2. The Superintendent and the representative of the Association shall
 
exchange agendas twenty-four (24) hours before such meetings except in
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case of emergencies. The Superintendent shall receive copies of the agendas 
of the monthly Building Principal and Association representative meeting 
twenty-four (24) hours in advance of such meetings. 
D. The President of the Association or his representative shall be allowed to 
visit schools for purposes relating to Association business providing it does 
not interfere with his normal teaching duties and with the permission of the 
building principal involved. Permission shall not be unreasonably withheld. 
E. Whenever representatives of the Association are mutually scheduled by 
the parties to participate during working hours in conferences, meetings or in 
negotiations they will suffer no loss of pay. 
F. The Association shall receive an agenda of all School Board meetings as 
early as possible. In addition, the Association will have access to minutes of 
School Board meetings after they have been officially approved. 
G. The Association, as the exclusive representative of the teachers, upon 
request will be given an early place on the agenda of all regular meetings of 
the School Board and may discuss a subject provided it has been submitted 
three (3) school days in advance of the meeting. 
H. The Association will be given an opportunity at Building Faculty 
meetings to present brief reports and announcements. 
I. The Association will be given a place on the agenda of the Orientation 
Program for teachers. 
J. All teachers will be entitled to attend free of charge all school activities 
including home athletic events, excepting the junior and senior proms and 
scholarship activi ties. 
K. Custodians, matrons, and similar supportive personnel will not interfere 
with the performance of the teachers' duties, except in emergency situations. 
L. The Association may make application for the use of school buildings, 
facilities and equipment, provided that such use shall not interfere with the 
regular school program. Upon request the authorized representatives of the 
Association, and their representative affiliates will be permitted to transact 
official organization business on school property at all reasonable times, 
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provided that this shall not interfere with or interrupt nonnal school 
operations. 
M. The Association will have the right to post notices of its activities and 
matters of Association concern on teacher bulletin boards, at least one of 
which will be provided in each school building for the Association. The 
Association has the right to use the regular inter-school mail service and 
teacher mail boxes for communications to teachers. It is to be understood 
that Association business should not be placed on school stationery or 
mailed through the inter-school mail in official school envelopes. 
Announcements of meetings may be listed in school activity bulletins and 
the public address system may be used for announcing the date, time and 
place of the meetings. 
N. The Board and the Association recognize the importance of continuous 
use of adequate teaching reference material in maintaining a high level of 
professional performance. The Board will maintain a central teacher 
reference library in the system and include therein all texts approved by 
Central Administration which are requested by the teachers and which are 
within the budgetary appropriation. 
o. The Board recognizes that appropriate texts, library reference facilities, 
maps and globes, laboratory equipment, audio-visual equipment, art 
supplies, athletic equipment, current periodicals, standard tests and 
questionnaires and similar supplies and equipment are the tools of the 
teaching profession. The parties will confer from time to time for the 
purpose of improving the selection and use of such educational tools, and 
within budgetary limitations the Board will attempt to implement all 
recommendations made by its representatives and the Association. 
P. If proposed teacher budgets require adjustment, principals will consult 
with teachers on those items to be adjusted. Amounts of adjustment remain 
the sole responsibility of the Board of Education. Up to $400 in supplies, 
(excluding textbooks, workbooks and worktexts) shall be at the sole 
discretion of the teacher. 
Q. If a teacher is reprimanded, warned or disciplined by his supervisor for 
any infraction of rules or delinquency in professional performance, such 
teacher will have the right to discuss the matter further with the supervisor 
and the representative of the Association present, within five (5) school days 
after the event. 
R.t. The determination and the assignment of academic marks are primarily 
the professional responsibility of the teacher. Such marks will not be 
changed without the knowledge of the teacher nor without consultation with 
the teacher if the teacher is available. A written statement as to the reason for 
the change will become part of the student's cumulative folder and a copy of 
said statement will be made available to the teacher concerned. 
R.2. Report card committees, formed in accordance with Article XXXI 
Section A shall meet and develop student report cards that reflect the NYS 
Standards. Implementation for Pre K-K report cards is planned for the year 
2001-2002. Implementation for 1-6 report cards is planned for the year 
2002-2003. 
S. The Central Islip Teachers Association building committee and building 
principal will mutually develop equitable teaching assignments as a 
recommendation only, the final decision to be made by the Superintendent 
or his representative. 
T. The CITA President will be accorded release time as specified in 
Stipulated Agreement - Teaching Assignment and Responsibilities for the 
office of President of CITA dated July 27, 1998. 
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ARTICLE IV
 
-GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE­
A. DEFINITIONS 
A grievance is a claim based upon the interpretation, meaning or 
application or a claimed violation of any of the provisions of this Agreement 
or any subsequent agreement entered into pursuant to this Agreement. 
B.PURPOSE 
Nothing herein contained will be construed as limiting the right of any 
teacher covered by this Agreement having a grievance to discuss the matter 
with the appropriate member of the Administration and having the grievance 
adjusted without the intervention of the Association, provided the 
adjustment is not inconsistent with the terms of this Agreement and that the 
Association has been given the opportunity to be present at such adjustment 
and to state its views. 
C. PROCEDURE 
Since it is important that a grievance be processed as rapidly as possible, the 
number of days indicated at each level should be considered as a maximum 
and every effort should be made to expedite the process. 
In the event a grievance, as defined herein, is filed at such time that it cannot 
be processed through all the steps in this grievance procedure by the 
following school year and ifleft unresolved until the beginning of the 
following school year could result in irreparable harm to a party in interest, 
the time limits set forth herein will be reduced so that the grievance 
procedure may be exhausted prior to the end of the school year or as soon 
thereafter as is practicable. 
c.1.(a) Level One. A teacher with a grievance, as defined herein, or the 
Association acting on the teacher's behalf, identified as the grievant, will 
first discuss it with his immediate supervisor either individually or if he 
wishes with the presence of the Association's Building Representative, with 
the objective of settling the grievance. If the grievance is not settled at this 
level then the teacher will discuss the grievance with his principal either 
individually or with the Association's Building Representative at a time that 
does not interfere with school operations. 
C.l.(b) An individual grievance on Level One will be a written grievance in 
order to insure no misinterpretation of the grievance. 
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C.2.(a) Level Two. If the grievant is not satisfied with the disposition of his 
grievance at Level one, or ifno decision has been rendered within ten (10) 
school days after presentation of the grievance, he may either individually 
file the grievance in writing with the Superintendent of the District or ifhe 
wishes with the Association within five (5) school days after the decision at 
Level One, or fifteen (15) school days after the grievance was presented, 
whichever is sooner. Within five (5) school days after receiving the written 
grievance, the Association will refer it to the Superintendent of the District. 
C.2.(b) Within ten (10) school days after receipt of the written grievance by 
the Superintendent, the Superintendent or the Assistant Superintendent will 
meet with the grievant or with the Association and the grievant, ifhis 
presence is requested by either party, in an effort to settle it. 
The Superintendent will hear a minimum of eight (8) grievances at Level 
Two in each year of the contract. Of the Level Two grievances heard by the 
Superintendent, five (5) will be designated by the President of the Central 
Islip Teachers Association, and three (3) or more will be designated by the 
Superintendent of Schools. All other grievances at level II will be heard by 
the Assistant Superintendent. 
C.2.(c) Ifa grievant does not file a grievance as above provided within thirty 
(30) school days after the grievant knew or should have known of the act or 
condition on which the grievance is based, then the grievance will be 
considered as waived. 
C.3. Level Three. If the grievant is not satisfied with the disposition of the 
grievance at Level Two, or ifno decision has been rendered within ten (10) 
school days after he or the Association respectively first met with the 
Superintendent, or the Assistant Superintendent, the grievance may be 
appealed to the Board within five (5) school days after a decision by the 
Superintendent, or fifteen (15) school days after the first meeting with the 
Superintendent, whichever is sooner. Within ten (10) school days after 
receiving the written grievance, the Board will meet with the grievant or the 
Association, with the presence of the grievant, if his presence is requested by 
either party, for the purpose of settling the grievance. If the teacher has 
processed the grievance individually without the Association then the 
decision of the Board shall be final and binding on him. 
C.4.(a) Level Four. If the Association is not satisfied with the disposition of 
the grievance at Level Three, or ifno decision has been rendered within Ten 
(10) school days after the first meeting with the Board, the Association 
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within five (5) school days after a decision by the Board or fifteen (15) 
school days after the first meeting with the Board, whichever is sooner, may 
request in writing to the Board that the grievance be submitted to arbitration. 
C.4.(b) Within ten (10) school days after such written request for arbitration, 
the Board and the Association will notify the other party in writing of its 
designated representative on the Arbitration Board and within five (5) school 
days thereafter the parties will endeavor to agree upon a third arbitrator who 
will serve as Chairman of the Arbitration Board. If the parties fail or are 
unable to agree upon a Chairman of the Arbitration Board either party may 
request a list of arbitrators from the American Arbitration Association from 
which to select a Chairman of the arbitration board. The parties will be 
bound by the rules of the American Arbitration Association. 
C.4.(c) The arbitrators so selected will confer with representatives of the 
Board and the Association and will hold hearings promptly. The Arbitration 
Board will issue its decision not later then thirty (30) days from the date of 
the closing of the hearings. The Arbitration Board's decision shall be final 
and binding. The decision will be in writing and will set forth the Board's 
finding offact, reasoning and conclusions and will be limited to determining 
the case on the facts of the grievance as presented in the record before The 
Arbitration Board. The Arbitration Board will be without power or authority 
to make any decision which requires the commission of an act prohibited by 
law or which is violative of the terms of this Agreement. 
C.4.(d) The costs for the services of the chairman of the Arbitration Panel 
and the fees charged by the American Arbitration Association shall be borne 
by the party whose position is not sustained. Each party, however, shall bear 
the expenses of its representatives, witnesses and counsel. 
D. RIGHTS OF TEACHERS TO REPRESENTAnON 
Any member of the bargaining unit may be represented at all stages of the 
grievance procedure by a person of his own choosing except that he may not 
be represented by a representative, officer or a member of any local teacher 
organization other than the Association. When a teacher is not represented 
by the Association, the Association shall have the right to be present and to 
state its views at all stages of the grievance procedure. 
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E. MISCELLANEOUS 
E.t. If a grievance, as defined herein, affects a group or class of teachers, the 
Association may submit such grievance in writing to the Superintendent 
directly and the processing of such grievance will be commenced at Level 
Two. The Association may process such grievance through all levels of the 
grievance procedure including arbitration as herein provided for. 
E.2. Decisions rendered at Levels Two and Three of the grievance procedure 
will be in writing and will be transmitted to the grievant and to the 
Association. 
E.3. All documents, communications and records dealing with the 
processing of a grievance will be filed separately from the personnel files of 
the participants. Furthermore, any documents, communications and records 
dealing with the processing of a grievance will be kept in the strictest 
confidence and will not be made available to potential employers or others 
inquiring about said teachers unless requested to do otherwise in writing by 
the teacher in question. 
E.4. The denial of tenure or dismissal of a nontenure teacher will not be 
subject to the Arbitration provisions of this Agreement. 
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ARTICLE V 
-TEACHER -ADMINISTRATION LIAISON-
The representative shall have the right to schedule Association meetings 
before or after school upon making application. 
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ARTICLE VI 
-SALARIES­
A. The salary schedule for the period July 1, 2005 to June 30, 20 IS shall be 
set forth in Appendix A-l through A-I O. The salary schedule for the period 
July 1, 2005 to June 30, 2006 shall be set forth in Appendix A-I. The salary 
schedule for the period July 1, 2006 to June 30, 2007 shall be set forth in 
Appendix A-2. The salary schedule for the period July 1, 2007 to June 30, 
2008 shall be set forth in Appendix A-3. The salary schedule for the period 
July 1,2008 to June 30, 2009 shall be set forth in Appendix A-4. The salary 
schedule for the period July 1, 2009 to June 30, 2010 shall be set forth in 
Appendix A-5. The salary schedule for the period July 1,2010 to June 30, 
2011 shall be set forth in Appendix A-6. The salary schedule for the period 
July 1, 2011 to June 30, 2012 shall be set forth in Appendix A-7. The salary 
schedule for the period July 1, 2012 to June 30, 2013 shall be set forth in 
Appendix A-8. The salary schedule for the period July 1,2013 to June 30, 
2014 shall be set forth in Appendix A-9. The salary schedule for the period 
July 1,2014 to June 30, 2015 shall be set forth in Appendix A-IO. 
B. Full salary credit will be given for all accredited college and university 
courses as approved by the Superintendent along the horizontal salary scale. 
For the credit differential along the horizontal scale from Bachelor to the 
Doctorate degree nine (9) of the fifteen (15) hours may be of in-service 
credits the remaining six (6) must be graduate level. Undergraduate courses 
may be approved by the Superintendent if justified as appropriate 
professional development. Beginning in the year 2002-2003, the existing DR 
column will be designated MA 75 and a MA 90/DR column will be added. 
Exclusive of a held Doctorate, accrual of credits to determine eligibility for 
MA 75 and MA 90 may begin July 1,200 I. Beginning in the year 2002­
2003, a fourth bonus will be added, and will be granted according to existing 
school board policy. Of the six (6) credits required for a bonus, only three 
(3) may be of in-service credits. Accrual of credits for the fourth bonus may 
begin July 1, 2001. In-service credit will be awarded at the rate of one credit 
for 10 hours of course work, two credits for 20 hours, three credits for 30 
hours, 4 credits for 40 hours, etc. 
C. In the year 2001-2002, the dollar amount of each bonus step will be 
$1 175 as per Board Policy. Beginning July 1, 2002, the dollar amount of 
each bonus step shall increase at the commensurate rates, specified in 
Section F.l of this article, as of July 1 of each year. 
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D. After 24 completed years teaching in Central Islip Public Schools an 
additional longevity payment of $2750 will be made in each school year. 
After 29 completed years teaching in Central Islip Public Schools an 
additional longevity payment of$2750 will be made in each school year. 
Beginning July I, 2002, the dollar amount of each longevity payment shall 
increase at the commensurate rates, specified in Section F.I of this article, as 
of July I of each year. Beginning in the school year 2002-2003, after 34 
completed years teaching in Central Islip Public Schools an additional 
longevity payment will be made in each school year. 
E. The district will offer to teachers a 21, 24, or 26 payment plan. 
F.l. The previously negotiated 4.0% base salary increase for the school year 
beginning July 1, 2005 has been renegotiated to 0%. Any member who 
chooses to retire by July 1, 2007 will, upon notifying the district of an intent 
to retire, receive the percent increase previously negotiated in their 2005­
2006 contract salary. Such intent to retire must be submitted by July 15, 
2005. Absent an intent to retire, payment will be made in a lump sum to be 
paid in the second pay period in June of the year they retire (2006 or 2007). 
The previously negotiated and printed salary schedule and all other money 
items for the school year beginning July 1,2006 remain unchanged. The 
base salary will increase by 3.4% for the school year beginning July 1,2007, 
3.5% for the school year beginning July I, 2008, 3.4% for the school year 
beginning July 1,2009, 3.5% for the school year beginning July 1,2010, 
3.6% for the school year beginning July 1,2011,3.6% for the school year 
beginning July 1,2012,3.6% for the school year beginning July 1,2013, and 
3.6% for the school year beginning July 1,2014. All other money items shall 
increase at the commensurate rates specified for each year beginning July 1. 
F.l.a. Beginning July 1,2007, all association members will be required to 
contribute to their health insurance premiums. For the school year beginning 
July 1, 2007 each member will contribute $30 each pay period for 20 pay 
periods. For the school year beginning July 1, 2008 each member will 
contribute $35 each pay period for 20 pay periods. For the school year 
beginning July 1, 2009 each member will contribute $35 each pay period for 
20 pay periods. For the school year beginning July 1,2010 each member 
will contribute $40 each pay period for 20 pay periods. For the school year 
beginning July 1,2011 each member will contribute $40 each pay period for 
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20 pay periods. For the school year beginning July I, 2012 each member 
will contribute $40 each pay period for 20 pay periods. For the school year 
beginning July I, 2013 each member will contribute $45 each pay period for 
20 pay periods. For the school year beginning July 1, 2014 each member 
will contribute $45 each pay period for 20 pay periods. The district agrees to 
accept any pre-tax payment plan available providing such plan does not 
incur additional cost to the district. 
F.1.b Retired teachers will pay an amount toward their health insurance 
package that is equal to the amount that they were paying the day before 
they retired. 
F.2. The index structure will remain unchanged. 
F.3. Additional salary step 26 will be added at the beginning of the 2002­
2003 school year. Additional salary step 27 will be added at the beginning of 
the 2004-2005 school year. Additional salary step 28 will be added at the 
beginning of the 2006-2007 school year. 
FA. In the 2005-2006 school year each member of the association shall 
have an amount equal to one (I) pay period deferred to separation. If a 
member submits an intent to retire on or before July 15 the deferred monies 
will be added to their base salary for the following school year. In any other 
event the monies will be remunerated at the time of separation. All deferred 
monies will be remunerated at the member's then current rate of pay. The 
deferred monies and the conditions of remuneration may not be impacted by 
future negotiations. 
G. Beginning in the 2007-2008 school year teachers may, upon accruing 
fifty (50) sick days, request that up to ten (10) be remunerated each year. 
Such remuneration will be at the set rate of $75 per day. Payment will be 
made in the second pay period in June. Such request must be made to the 
district on or before April 15. 
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ARTICLE VII
 
-TEACHING HOURS AND TEACHING LOAD­
A.I. All buildings will have the same length of work day. six (6) hours and 
thirty-nine (39) minutes and instructional segments of at least forty (40) 
minutes. In any given school each period of the day will be the same length. 
Scheduling will be in accordance with existing contractual provisions. The 
Alternative and P.M. Opportunity School work day will be in accordance 
with the existing negotiated terms and conditions and Article XXXI Section 
A. 
A.2. Beginning in the year 2001-2002, the teacher shall be at his assigned 
duty at the bell commencing the school day and the work day will end at the 
dismissal bell, except for teachers on bus duty. 
A.3. Elementary teachers will be assigned bus duty only at dismissal, and 
such duty may not exceed fifteen (15) minutes. Secondary teachers will be 
assigned to bus duties in accordance with mutually agreed upon building 
practice. 
A.4. All teachers will have one forty (40) minute full duty-free lunch period 
to be scheduled as close to the noon hour as possible. 
B.1. The work year of teachers (other than new personnel who may be 
required to attend additional orientation sessions) shall begin no earlier than 
one (1) day prior to the first day that students are required to report at the 
opening of school and will end no later than the last student attendance day 
and shall in no event be longer than two (2) days more than the number of 
days of pupil attendance required by the District calendar except in the event 
of an emergency. Beginning in the year 2001-2002, one additional day will 
be added to the work year for the purpose of test scoring and/or professional 
development. Beginning in the year 2007-2008, one additional day will be 
added to the work year for the purpose of professional development. The 
"work year" as used in this section includes all days on which teacher 
attendance is required. 
B.2. Any unused emergency days will be added to Easter Vacation so that 
the work year shall not exceed 182 days. 
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B.3. The school calendar for the following year will be submitted to the 
Association no later than thirty (30) calendar days prior to its adoption by 
the Board. The Association will upon its request be given an opportunity to 
meet and discuss with the Central Administration its views on the following 
year's school calendar. The school calendar will be appended to the contract 
only for informational purposes. 
c.l. Teachers may be required to remain after the end of the regular work 
day, without additional compensation, for no more than one (1) hour on any 
particular day and no more than four (4) hours each month, except for any 
problem dealing with school operations that could not have been reasonably 
anticipated. At least three (3) school days prior notice will be given except in 
the case stated above. 
C.2. Teachers may be required to attend, without additional compensation, 
no more than four (4) evening assignments or meetings each school year and 
such meetings or assignments should not require supervision of students and 
should not last more than three (3) hours. Notice of said assignments or 
meetings should be made one (l) month prior to each assignment or 
meeting. 
C.3. Attendance at all other assignments or meetings other than those 
referred to in C.l. and C.2. and other than those during the regular work day 
shall be at the option of the individual teachers. 
D.l. Exclusive of adopted collaborative teaching models, elementary 
teachers will not be required to remain in the classroom while there is a 
specialist in the classroom. Such time shall be used as a preparation period 
or a professional period. 
D.2. Secondary teachers will, in addition to their lunch period, have at least 
one (1) preparation period each day of at least forty (40) minutes during 
which they will not be assigned to any other duties. 
D.3. Each elementary teacher will have, in addition to their duty free lunch 
period, a preparation period of at least forty (40) minutes each day. In 
exceptional cases where a daily preparation period cannot be scheduled for 
the teacher, there will be no diminution of the 200 minutes total prep time 
for that week. 
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E.l. In the school year beginning July I, 2005 the district may place up to 
60% of the secondary teachers on a six (6) period teaching schedule. Such 
teachers will be relieved of all non-teaching duties and will receive a stipend 
of $2250. In the school year beginning July I, 2006 the district may place up 
to 60% of the secondary teachers on a six (6) period teaching schedule. Such 
teachers will be relieved of all non-teaching duties and will receive a stipend 
of $2500. Beginning July I, 2007 secondary teachers will not be assigned 
more than five (5) teaching periods each day. Upon mutual agreement of the 
District and the CITA a principal may assign a teacher to an extra teaching 
period, the teacher will be relieved of all non-teaching duties. Such 
agreement shall not be unreasonably withheld. 
E.2. The Administration will make every effort to limit the number of 
teaching preparations so that a secondary teacher will not be required to 
teach more than two (2) subject areas nor more than three (3) teaching 
preparations within said areas at anyone time. 
E.3. Secondary teachers shall teach no more than three consecutive periods 
if scheduling permits. 
EA. Teachers will be notified with regard to the change of time in school 
hours. This information will be made available before the close of the 
current school year. 
E.5. Beginning July I, 2007, at the Secondary schools each teacher must 
schedule one (I) 30 minute extra help session each week. Such session may 
be scheduled prior to or after the school day at the teacher's discretion. Such 
schedule must be set at least one (I) week in advance. 
F. Teacher participation in extra-curricular activities will be strictly 
voluntary and teachers will be compensated for all such participation in 
accordance with the provisions set forth in Article XXXII. 
C.l. The Administration will make every effort to obtain substitute teachers 
as necessary. In the event that a regular teacher is required to supervise an 
extra class or part of an extra class because of the inability of the 
Administration to obtain a substitute, where the Administration has had 
adequate notice, such teacher will be compensated at the rate of one-sixth 
(1/6) of the highest daily rate for substitute teachers and per hour in the 
elementary schools for such work. In the event that a class is split among 
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two or more teachers, the extra pay will be prorated among them. Where the 
Administration has not received adequate notice of the unavailability of a 
teacher, the provisions of this subdivision will not be applicable. No more 
than eight (8) school days of emergency substitution shall be assigned to any 
one teacher in any school year. 
G.2. Teachers will be informed of a telephone number which they may call 
at least two (2) hours before (when possible) the normal work day begins to 
report their unavailability. 
G.3. To increase the efficiency of obtaining substitute teachers, the Board 
will continue to provide an answering service. 
H.I. Each Secondary Teacher will have a Professional Period each day. 
Each Elementary Teacher will have three (3) Professional Periods a week 
beginning September I, 200 I, four (4) Professional Periods a week 
beginning September I, 2002, and beginning September I, 2003 each 
Elementary Teacher will have a Professional Period each day. 
H.2.(a) The Professional Period will consist of one uninterrupted period, 
equal in length to a regular forty (40) minute teaching period. 
H.2.(b) The Professional Period may be used for the following activities by 
all teachers: Curriculum planning and exchange, meetings, staff 
development, committees, departmental work, conferencing with pupil 
personnel services, administration, teachers and parents. 
H.2.(c) The Professional Period is designed to maximize a teacher's 
professional development and educational contribution. Three (3) school 
days prior notice shall be given for professional issues not initiated by the 
individual teacher. Such notice shall be given in writing, indicating the scope 
and purpose of the professional issues. 
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ARTICLE VIII 
-CLASS SIZE­
A. Class size based on student-teacher ratio on a per building average 
including classroom teachers, physical education teachers, librarians, art 
teachers and all music teachers shall be as follows: 
A.I. At Kg. level - 1 to 24 
A.2. Grades 1 - 6 level - 1 to 28 
B. These ratios shall not be applicable in the event of emergencies such as 
unforeseen influx of school children into the district or movement of 
children from one school to another due to plant catastrophes in which event 
the Superintendent and the Association will attempt to resolve the issue in 
the best interests of the students, the final determination to be made by the 
Superintendent. 
C. These ratios shall not inhibit or prevent group instruction or experimental 
classes and multiple instruction techniques. 
D. With the exception of collaborative teaching models and school wide 
programs adopted in accordance with the provisions in Article XXXI 
Section A, the District shall not schedule two (2) classes for two (2) teachers 
in any single room at any time. 
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ARTICLE IX 
-SPECIALISTS AND SPECIAL PROGRAMS-
The Board will provide the following number of qualified specialists in 
each of the following listed categories: 
A.I. For the entire school system ­
Nurse Teachers - Nurse-Teacher vacancies resulting from dismissals of 
tenured Nurse-Teachers or termination of services of probationary Nurse-­
Teachers will be filled only by Nurse-Teachers; that in regard to vacancies 
resulting from normal attrition such as retirements, deaths, promotions and 
resignations, the District dispose of the vacancies in its discretion by a) 
abolition of position b) filling by Nurse-Teacher or c) modification of 
position, as needed to meet the needs of the District, subject to the 
requirements of State Law. 
Attendance Teachers -beginning July I, 1994-Attendance teacher vacancies 
resulting from retirement, resignation or death, will be filled at the District's 
discretion by a) abolition of the position b) filling by attendance teacher or c) 
by modification of the position, as needed to meet the needs of the District, 
subject to the requirements of State Law. 
Homebound Teachers - I for each student needing the service 
A.2. Elementary Schools ­
Librarian- I per building and 2 clerical assistants to be shared among the 
elementary schools 
A.3. Junior High School-
Guidance Counselors - I for each 450 students
 
Librarian - 1 for each building
 
A.4. Senior High School ­
Guidance Counselors - 1 for each 350 students
 
Librarian - 1 for each building
 
B. Reading 
The District will retain sixteen (16) reading specialists who will be 
distributed on a pupil population basis in consultation with the 
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Superintendent and the Association, the final determination to be made by 
the Superintendent. 
Beginning July 1, 2007, the district is no longer required to maintain a 
minimum number of reading specialists, however the number of reading 
specialists may only be reduced through attrition. 
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ARTICLE X 
-NON-TEACHING DUTlES-
A.I. The board will hire adequate aides and monitors for exclusive use in the 
elementary schools for the purpose of reducing non-teaching duties relating 
to but not limited to the cafeteria, playground and buses. The Superintendent 
and the Association will consult with one another with respect to the 
assignment and duties of the aides, the final decision to be made by the 
Superintendent. 
A.2. The Association will be provided with a list of all aides and monitors 
both federally and locally funded. In addition, their placement in the district 
and their particular duties will be submitted to the Association no later than 
November 15, and continually updated as the necessity arises. 
B. Teachers may be required to collect money from students only as 
permitted by the New York State Regent Rules. 
C. Teachers will not be required to transport pupils to activities which take 
place away from the school building. Teachers may do so voluntarily, 
however, with the advance approval in writing of their principal or 
immediate supervisor. In such event, the teacher will be relieved of all 
personal liability for any accident which may occur in connection with said 
trip and shall be compensated per mile as follows: Calculated at the AAA 
rate as per publication "Your Driving Costs" published in October. The rate 
will be effective for the calendar year following publication. Nurse-Teachers 
and Attendance Teachers are required to use automobiles and shall be 
reimbursed as described herein. 
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ARTICLE XI 
-TEACHER EMPLOYMENT­
A. Upon initial employment in the District, up to full credit will be given on 
the salary scale for previous teaching experience at the option of the Board. 
Credit not to exceed two (2) years for military service or Peace Corps 
service and not to exceed one (I) year for VISTA or National Teaching 
Corps service will be given upon initial employment. No fractional credit for 
service less than one (I) year shall be given. 
B. Beginning in the 2007-2008 school year teachers planning to retire must 
submit to the district a written intent to retire on or before February I. Such 
intent may be rescinded by the teacher no later than April 15. 
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ARTICLE XII
 
-TEACHER ASSIGNMENT­
A. Teachers will be notified in writing of their salary and teaching programs 
for the coming school year, including the schools to which they will be 
assigned, the grades and/or subjects and the session that they will teach and 
any special or unusual classes, that they will have no later than June 1st. In 
the event of a change in the foregoing schedules due to administrative or 
operational difficulties arising after the teacher has been notified of the 
foregoing, notice of any such change shall be given promptly to the teacher. 
B. In order to assure that pupils are taught by teachers working within their 
areas of competence, teachers will not be assigned, except temporarily and 
for good cause, outside the scope of their teaching certificates and/or their 
major or minor fields of study. 
C. In arranging schedules for teachers who are assigned to more than one 
school, an effort will be made to limit the amount of interschool travel. Such 
teachers will be notified of any changes in their schedules as soon as 
practicable. Teachers who are assigned to more than one (I) school per day 
will be compensated at the rate as described in Article X-CO 
D. Teacher assignments will be made without regard to race, creed, color, 
religion, nationality, sex, or marital status. 
E. A master schedule for each school will be posted in each faculty room 
and a copy of the master schedule and handbooks for each building will be 
given to the President of the Association. 
F. Teachers shall be given an umestricted opportunity to discuss their 
classroom assignments with their building principals and make 
recommendations with respect to such assignments. However, the final 
assignment shall be the prerogative of the building principal. 
G. Elementary Schools - no later than May 15th, preference sheets will be 
issued to teachers to be used in making assignments for the coming school 
year. These sheets will indicate preference for grade level. These sheets shall 
be returned forthwith (within two school days). 
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H. Secondary Schools - no later than May 15th programming preference 
sheets will be distributed to all teachers. The teacher shall return these forms 
within two school days. 
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ARTICLE XIII
 
-VOLUNTARY TRANSFERS AND REASSIGNMENTS­
A. The Superintendent or his representative will assign all newly employed 
personnel to their specific positions which will be within the type of service 
for which the teacher was employed. The Superintendent will give notice of 
assignments to new teachers as soon as it is practicable. 
B.I. As soon as possible, the Superintendent will post in all school buildings 
a list of the known vacancies that will occur during mid-year and following 
school year. This list is to be updated as soon as information becomes 
available. 
B.2. Teachers who desire to change in grade and/or subject assignment or 
who desire to transfer to another building shall file a written statement of 
such desire with the building principal no later than fifteen (15) days after 
the posting or before May 1st if there is no posted vacancy. Such statement 
will include the grade and/or subject to which the teacher desires to be 
transferred in order of preference. 
B.3. As soon as practicable, the Superintendent will post in each school and 
make available to the Association a system-wide schedule showing the 
names of all teachers who have been reassigned or transferred and the nature 
of such reassignment or transfer. 
c.l. In the determination ofrequests for voluntary reassignments and/or 
transfer, the wishes of the individual teacher will be honored to the extent 
that they do not conflict with the instructional requirements and best 
interests of the school system. 
c.z. If more than one teacher has applied for the same position and their 
qualifications are equal, the determination as to which teacher shall receive 
it shall be made by ajoint committee consisting of two persons appointed by 
the Superintendent and two by the President of the Association. In making 
such detemlination seniority will be a significant factor. 
D. To the extent that it does not interfere with the educational program, all 
such teachers will be allowed with the permission of the building principal 
to use unassigned time for the purpose of visiting schools at which such 
openings exist. 
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E. Teachers in such transfers will retain rights and privileges except in case 
of a change in tenure area or where state law or regulations are to the 
contrary. 
F.1. Beginning July I, 2005, postings for all vacancies that close on or 
before September 30 will be filled immediately by the successful applicant. 
F.2. Beginning July 1,2005, Postings for all vacancies that close after 
September 30 will be encumbered by the successful candidate and filled by 
said teacher at the start of the following school year. If this change results in 
the change of buildings said teacher shall be considered a member of the 
faculty where the posted position exists. Extracurricular positions are 
excluded from this provision. 
F.3. When a part time teacher, who is under contract, is the successful 
candidate for a full time position, they shall fill the position immediately. 
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ARTICLE XIV 
-INVOLUNTARY TRANSFERS AND REASSIGNMENTS­
A. Notice of an involuntary transfer or reassignment will be given to the 
teacher involved as soon as possible. 
B. When an involuntary transfer or reassignment is necessary, qualified 
volunteers, if any, will be sought and transferred or reassigned first. A 
teacher's area of competence, major or minor field of study and length of 
service in the Central Islip School System will be considered in determining 
which teacher is to be transferred or reassigned by the Superintendent or his 
designated representative. 
C. An involuntary transfer or reassignment will be made only after a 
meeting between the teacher involved and the Superintendent or his 
representative, at which time the teacher will be notified of the reasons 
therefore. In the event that a teacher objects to the transfer or reassignment 
at this meeting, upon the request of the teacher, the Association will be 
notified and the Superintendent, or his representative, will discuss the matter 
with the Association's representative. 
D. A list of open positions in the school system shall be given to all teachers 
being involuntarily transferred or reassigned. Such teachers may request the 
positions in order of preference to which they desire to be transferred. 
Teachers being involuntarily transferred or reassigned, all other 
qualifications being equal, shall have preference over those seeking 
voluntary transfer or reassignment. A teacher being involuntarily transferred 
or reassigned will be placed in a comparable position as nearly as possible in 
the event such position is available. 
E. To the extent that it does not interfere with the educational program, all 
such teachers, with the permission of the building principals involved, will 
be allowed to use unassigned time for the purpose of visiting schools at 
which such openings exist. 
F. Teachers in such transfers will retain rights and privileges except in case 
of a change in tenure area or where state law or regulations are to the 
contrary. 
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ARTICLE XV 
-vACANCIES AND PROMOTIONS­
A.I. All notices relating to vacancies in promotional positions, specialists
 
and/or special projects teachers and positions in programs funded by the
 
federal government, in addition to being sent to each teacher concerned,
 
shall be posted in every school clearly setting forth a description of and the
 
qualifications for the position, including the duties and salary.
 
A.2. When school is in session, such notice shall be posted as far in advance
 
as practicable, ordinarily at least fifteen (15) school days before the final
 
date when applications must be submitted.
 
A.3. Teachers who desire to apply for such vacancies shall submit their
 
applications in writing to the Superintendent, or his representative, within
 
the time limit specified in the notice.
 
A.4. Teachers who desire to apply for a promotional position which may be
 
filled during the summer vacation period shall submit their names to the
 
Superintendent together with the position or positions they desire to apply
 
for and an address where they can be reached during the summer vacation
 
period. The Superintendent or his office will notify such teachers of any
 
vacancy in a position for which they desire to apply and such notification
 
will set forth a description of and the qualifications for the position,
 
including the duties and salary. Such notice will be sent as far in advance as
 
practicable, ordinarily at least twenty-one (21) days before the final date
 
when applications must be submitted and in no event less than fourteen (14)
 
days before such date. In addition, the Superintendent or his office will post
 
a list of promotional positions to be filled during the summer vacation period
 
on a bulletin board at the administration office.
 
B. Promotional positions are defined as follows:
 
Positions paying a salary differential and/or positions on the
 
administrator-supervisory level, including but not limited to, positions as
 
supervisor, director, principal, assistant principal and counselor.
 
C. All appointments to the aforesaid vacancies and openings will be made
 
on the candidates' qualifications, experience and seniority in the district.
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D. Each applicant for such a position who is not selected will receive a 
written and/or oral explanation, ifrequested, from the Superintendent or his 
designee as to why he did not receive the promotion. 
E. The Board reserves the right to employ the best qualified person for a 
given position irrespective of the applicant's employment within or outside 
the district. 
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ARTICLE XVI
 
-POSITIONS IN SUMMER AND EVENING SCHOOLS­
-HOMEBOUND STUDENTS-AFTER SCHOOL DETENTION­
A. All openings for summer school and evening school positions will be 
adequately publicized by the Principal in each school as early as possible 
and teachers who have applied for such positions will be notified of the 
action taken regarding their applications as early as possible. Teachers 
interested in the summer school program shall meet with the summer school 
principal to discuss the tentative summer program no later than the 
preceding March Ist. 
B. Positions in the Central Islip Summer School and Evening School will be 
offered first to regularly appointed teachers in the Central Islip School 
System. In filling such positions, preference will be given to those who have 
taught previously in such summer and evening schools and consideration 
will be given to a teacher's area of certification, major and/or minor field of 
study, experience, general qualifications and length of service in the Central 
Islip School System. If two or more teachers apply for a position and their 
ability, competency and the foregoing qualifications (including the 
preference for prior teaching) are relatively equal then length of service shall 
control. If no applicant meets the qualifications as above set forth, the 
position may be filled by a qualified applicant employed outside the district. 
The application form shall contain a statement to the effect that the summer 
teaching position is contingent upon the size of the summer session 
enrollment and that the teaching position either may not materialize or the 
number of teaching classes may be reduced upon a prorated salary. 
C. A summer school teacher, if regularly appointed in the Central Islip 
School System, shall be granted two (2) days of sick leave; one (I) personal 
leave day may also be granted or good cause shown upon application to the 
Summer School Principal, such time to be charged against the teacher's 
accumulated time in the district. Upon the request of the Summer School 
Principal, the teacher will submit a medical certificate and/or a written 
statement of facts setting forth the reasons for the aforementioned sick leave. 
D. Salary schedules for extra teaching services are located in: 
Appendix B - Summer School 
Appendix C -Evening School, Home Teaching, After-School Detention 
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E. The teacher in whose class a home-bound student is enrolled shall have 
the first preference in being assigned to teach such student. However, if such 
teacher declines, or a problem exists that could effect the professional 
relationship between the teacher and the pupil, the principal shall assign the 
home teaching assignment in accordance with previously negotiated policy. 
Assigned teacher shall comply with existing procedures for home teaching. 
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ARTICLE XVII 
-EVALUATION­
A. The following policy shall govern all teacher observation and evaluation: 
A.I. All observations of the professional performance of a teacher will be 
conducted openly, with full knowledge of the teacher. 
A.2. Teachers must be given a copy of any class visit or evaluation report 
prepared by their supervisors to discuss it. A conference must be held no 
later then five (5) school days after the observation and no such report shall 
be submitted to the Central Administration, placed in the teacher's files or 
otherwise acted upon without such prior conference with the teacher. The 
teacher shall have the right to submit written comments concerning the 
evaluation and his comments shall be attached to the evaluation report and 
placed in the teacher's file. The teacher will acknowledge that he has had the 
opportunity to review such material by affixing his signature to the copy to 
be filed. In any building where there is only one (1) full time administrator 
the post-observation conference must be held no later than ten (10) days 
after the observation. 
A.3. A teacher may have his evaluation reviewed by the Superintendent. If 
the teacher requests, he may have a teacher representative designated by the 
Association accompany him to such meeting. 
A.4. Probationary teachers, unless originally hired at the mid-year who are 
denied tenure will be so notified by May 1st of their tenure year. A teacher 
not so notified shall acquire tenure. A teacher hired at mid-year who is 
denied tenure will be notified sixty (60) days prior to the anniversary of his 
employment. Other probationary teachers who are not being employed for 
the following year shall be so notified by June 1st. 
A.5. The Association will be notified of the denial of tenure to probationary 
teacher. 
A.6. So long as it does not interfere with their teaching assignments, teachers 
will have the right, upon forty-eight (48) hours notice to review the contents 
of their personnel files and to make copies of any documents in it. A teacher 
will be entitled to have a representative of the Association accompany him 
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during such review. In that event, a representative of Central Administration 
shall be present. 
A.7. No material derogatory to a teacher's conduct, service, character or 
personality will be placed in his personnel file unless the teacher has had an 
opportunity to review the material. The teacher will acknowledge that he has 
had the opportunity to review such material by affixing his signature to the 
copy to be filed, with the express understanding that such signature in no 
way indicates agreement with the contents thereof. The teacher will also 
have the right to submit a written answer to such material and his answer 
shall be reviewed by the Superintendent and attached to the file copy. 
A.S. Only qualified members of the certificated staff shall be eligible to 
evaluate teachers. 
B. No teacher will be disciplined, reprimanded, reduced in rank or 
compensation, or deprived of any professional advantage wi thout just cause. 
Dismissal of a tenure teacher will be in accordance with New York State 
Education Law 3020A. Should a non-tenure teacher be terminated 
involuntarily for reasons other than evaluation prior to the end of the school 
year, he may be advised of the reason for his termination and shall suffer no 
loss in his regular pay and benefits for a period of at least thirty (30) days 
following notice of termination. 
C. The District and the Association will negotiate Pre K-12 observation and 
evaluation forms. Such forms will be in accordance with the criteria 
permitted by SED (under the A.P.R.R. Guidelines). Staff development will 
be provided to familiarize all parties with said forms. Implementation is 
planned for the year 2001-2002. 
D. Each document in teachers' files shall be numbered consecutively starting 
September 1, 1975 for all teachers presently employed in the district except 
for new teachers which will start on the date of employment. 
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ARTICLE XVIII 
-TEACHER FACILITIES­
A. Each school will have the following facilities: 
A.I. When practicable, a separate desk or other facility with lockable space 
for every teacher in the system. 
A.2. Suitable closet space for each teacher to store coats, overshoes and 
personal items, unless it is physically impossible to so provide. 
A.3. Adequate chalkboard and bulletin board space in every classroom. 
A.4. Copies, exclusively for each teacher's use, of all texts and teacher's 
editions and manuals used in each of the courses he is to teach. 
A.S. A dictionary appropriate to classroom needs in each classroom in 
grades one (1) through twelve (12). 
A.6. Adequate grade books, paper, pencils, pens, chalk, erasers and other 
subject material required in daily teaching responsibility. 
A.7. Convenient space should be available in which teachers may safely 
store instructional materials and supplies. 
A.S. All teacher lounges will be provided with operative typewriters and 
copy machines. 
A.9. An appropriately furnished room to be reserved for the exclusive use of 
the teachers as a faculty lounge. Where space is available said room will be 
in addition to the aforementioned work area. 
A.IO. The Board will make efforts to provide an outside telephone in each 
building available to the teachers for private or confidential matters relating 
to official teaching duties. A Jog will be maintained. 
A.II. Where feasible, a communication system, so that teachers can 
communicate with the main office from their classrooms. 
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A.12. Where feasible and if space becomes available, a separate, private 
dining area for the exclusive use of the teachers with cafeteria service 
independent of student service. 
A.13. An adequate portion of the parking lot at each school reserved for 
teacher parking. 
A.14. Provision will be made to make available a record player for all 
primary (K-3) classrooms. 
A.IS. Adequate shelves in every classroom where necessary and practical. 
B. The Board will investigate the feasibility of installing vending machines 
in the faculty rooms and, where possible, will arrange for the installation of 
such machines. The proceeds will revert to the District. 
C. Upon approval, buildings will be available without charge on weekends 
for teacher's use for any student extra-curricular activities sponsored by 
teachers. 
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ARTICLE XIX 
-SICK LEAVE­
A.I. Probationary teachers will be entitled to an annual accrual of eleven 
(11) sick leave days, except that in the first year of employment - eleven 
(11) days shall be credited to them as of the first day of the school year. In 
the event of termination of service during the first year of employment any 
used and unearned sick leave will be deducted from the final pay check. 
A.2. Tenure teachers will be entitled to fourteen (14) sick leave days per 
year to be accumulated at the rate of fourteen (14) days per year. These sick 
days will be credited as of the first day of school. Sick leave days may be 
accumulated from year to year up to 234 days. Any days accrued past 180 
days will not be considered part of terminal leave. 
A.3. Extended Sick leave (1/2 Sick Pay) shall be provided by the District 
when all other sick days have been used. The rate of accrual shall be seven 
(7) days per year of employment. Payment will be at the rate of 50% of the 
teacher's per diem. 
B.l. After three days absence in one year, upon request of the 
Superintendent or his representative, the teacher will submit a medical note 
or written statement of facts setting forth the reasons for the aforementioned 
leave. 
B.2. Beginning in the 2007-2008 school year a note from a health care 
provider must be presented after five (5) consecutive sick days. 
C. The Board and the Association agree to appoint a committee to study 
ways and means to eliminate abuses relating to sick leave and personal 
leave. 
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ARTICLE XX 
-TEMPORARY LEAVE OF ABSENCE 
A. Teachers will be entitled to the following temporary leaves of absence 
with pay each school year: 
A.I. Four (4) personal leave days. Personal leave days will accumulate at the 
end of each year as part of the unused sick day total. Application for 
personal leave will be made at least fortyeight (48) hours before taking such 
leave and the applicant for such leave will not be required to state the reason 
for taking such leave other than that he is taking it under this Section. In the 
event of an emergency the 48 hour notice may be waived by the Building 
Principal upon submission of a satisfactory written explanation as to the 
nature of the emergency. 
A.2. Teachers may request two (2) days for the purpose of visiting other 
schools or attending meetings or conferences of an educational nature in 
accordance with Board Policy. 
A.3. Forty-six (46) days per year will be granted for Association 
representatives to attend Conferences and Conventions. The Association will 
pay for substitute salaries for each day over twenty days (20) used. In 
addition, ten (10) days will be granted for NYSUT delegates to attend 
NYSUT conferences. 
B. LEAVE FOR COURT AND JURY DUTY. 
B.I. An employee shall be granted a leave of absence with pay upon service 
of a subpoena or court order in the name of the court, referee, commissioner 
or other person or agency, authorized to issue it requiring the attendance of 
such employee as a witness in a proceeding, action or hearing or upon the 
service of a directive by a commissioner of jurors to appear for examination 
and jury duty, subject to the following requirements: 
B.2. The employee shall give due notice and submit the subpoena court 
order or directive to the Superintendent. 
B.3. The employee shall refund to the District all fees received as a witness 
or juror except mileage allowance. 
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C. This policy shall not be applicable where the employee is served the 
following: 
c.l. Subpoena Duces Tecum (Production of books, accounts, papers, or 
other records). 
C.2. Subpoena for Examination in Supplementary Proceeding (employee a 
judgment debtor). 
C.3. Subpoena, Summons, Court Order or Directive where the employee is a 
party plaintiff except a worker's compensation arising out of employment by 
the District. 
CA. Subpoena, Summons, Court Order or Directive where the employee is a 
defendant, except where the claim arises out of employment by the District. 
C.S. Leaves taken pursuant to Section A. (2-3) and Section B. will be in 
addition to personal leave and not deducted from sick leave. 
D.l. Up to three (3) days one at a time or consecutively in the event death or 
serious illness, requiring bedside or household attention by the teacher, or 
the teacher's spouse, child, parent, grandfather or grandmother and brother 
or sister. Extension of a period of absence commencing with at least one of 
the days chargeable under this section may be charged to accumulated sick 
leave or personal leave not in excess of seven (7) additional days up to a 
maximum of ten (10) days but only after all three days allowed by this 
section have been used. The teacher will submit 
within seven (7) days after his return a medical certificate setting forth the 
reasons and necessity for the aforementioned leave. 
D.2. Proof of death may be required, if a teacher takes a temporary leave 
under Article XX D.l. due to death in the family, at the discretion of the 
Superintendent or his representative. Such proof as mass card, obituary 
notice, death certificate, note from funeral director, will be acceptable as 
proof of death. The type of death notice will be at discretion of the teacher. 
D.3. A one (l) day leave will be allowed in the case of the death of a
 
teacher's immediate-in-Iaws.
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E. Leaves taken pursuant to this Article shall be on forty-eight (48) hours 
notice where practicable. 
F. Personal leave days are not primarily intended for the purpose of 
extending vacations or weekends and both parties will jointly endeavor to 
avoid abuses of same. 
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ARTICLE XXI 
-EXTENDED LEAVES OF ABSENCE­
A. A leave of absence without pay up to two (2) years may be granted to any 
teacher who joins the Peace Corps, VISTA or National Teacher Corps. Upon 
return from such leave a teacher will be granted one (l) year credit on the 
salary schedule as ifhe had been actively employed by the Board during the 
leave. Leaves taken pursuant to this section must coincide with the school 
year. 
B. Military leave will be granted to any teacher who is drafted or enlists in 
any branch of the Armed Forces of the United States. Upon return from such 
leave a teacher will be placed on the salary schedule at the level which he 
would have achieved had he remained actively employed in the system 
during the period of his absence up to a maximum of two (2) years. Such 
leave shall be given without pay, except as otherwise provided by statute. 
B.1. Under Sections A. and B. above no fractional credit for service less than 
one (I) year shall be given. 
CI. A teacher who is pregnant will be permitted to continue to work as late 
into her pregnancy as she is physically capable of performing the normal 
duties of a teacher. 
C2. The teacher will have the right to return to work when she is capable of 
performing the normal duties of a teacher. 
C3. Whenever the teacher who is pregnant cannot perform the normal 
duties of a teacher, she will be permitted to utilize all or any portion of her 
cumulative sick leave because of a medical disability connected with or 
resulting from her pregnancy. 
CA. After being notified that the teacher is pregnant, the Board may require 
a physician's certificate indicating the teacher's physical ability to remain on 
(or off) active duty. 
The Board may assign a doctor to examine a teacher. In the event the Board 
assigns a physician to examine a teacher, the district will pay the costs. 
In the event that the teacher does not agree with the results of the 
examination by the Board appointed physician, the teacher and the Board 
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will pick a mutually agreeable physician from a list supplied by the Suffolk 
County Department of Health. The results of the doctor's examination will 
be binding on both parties. The cost of the third examination will be shared 
by both parties. 
e.S. A teacher will be entitled, upon written request, to a leave of absence 
without pay for a period not to exceed one year and to be effective at any 
time prior to and within one year after a child is born. The written request 
will be made to the Superintendent of Schools or his designee at least 90 
days, except in case of emergency, prior to the effective date on which the 
leave is to begin. A copy of the teacher's child care leave notification letter 
shall be mailed to the Board of Education. 
e.6. A teacher adopting an infant child (i.e., one (l) year of age or less) shall 
be entitled upon request to a leave of absence without pay for a period not to 
exceed one year to commence at anytime during the first year after receiving 
de facto custody of said infant child or prior to said custody if necessary in 
order to fulfill the requirements for adoption. 
e.7. Whenever the teacher returns from a leave of absence without pay 
and/or from sick leave due to childbearing and/or child rearing, the teacher 
will immediately be assigned to the same position which the teacher held at 
the time the leave commenced, or if the position no longer is in existence, to 
a substantially equivalent position. 
e.S. The teacher will return to duties on one of the following dates: 
a) Beginning of term in September, 
b) Beginning of Spring Term (2nd semester). 
The Board will pay 50% of the cost of the Health Insurance premium for the 
employee who exercises the option to continue coverage. 
e.9. In the event that the return date of a teacher on a leave of absence 
pertaining to childcare/child rearing exceeds the one year leave, the leave 
will be extended to incorporate the next return date. Notice of intention to 
return must be given 60 days prior to the teacher's date of return, and 90 
days notice when the return day is September 1st. 
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C.lO. Teacher to notify the Superintendent no later than her sixth month of 
pregnancy. A copy of such notification shall be mailed to the Board of 
Education. 
D. A leave of absence without payor salary credit increment of up to one (1) 
year may be granted for personal or educational reasons. Additional leave 
may be granted at the discretion of the Board. 
E. All benefits to which a teacher was entitled at the time his leave of 
absence commenced, including unused accumulated sick leave and credits 
towards sabbatical leave eligibility, will be restored upon his return and he 
will be assigned to a comparable position which he held at the time the said 
leave commenced. 
F. All requests for extensions or renewals of leaves will be applied for and 
acted upon in writing. 
G. Upon recommendation of the Superintendent and approval by the Board 
of Education, a leave for an exchange teacher position under either national 
or international programs sponsored by a recognized agency, may be granted 
for one (J) year to teachers who have successfully completed five years of 
service in the District. The exchange teacher shall be compensated by the 
district of origin. Any period served as an exchange teacher will be applied 
to the salary schedule set forth in Appendix "A" of this agreement, as if such 
period had been served by the teacher in the Central Islip School District. 
H. Beginning July 1, 2007, no teacher may accrue credits for salary 
advancement while on a leave of absence as approved by the Board of 
Education. 
H. TERMINAL LEAVE POLICY 
Pay shall be calculated as follows: 100% of the teacher's per diem rate 
(annual salary divided by 180) at the time of retirement. Such leave shall be 
calculated on the basis of one (I) day of leave for each day of accumulated 
unused sick leave. Terminal leave will be based on a maximum of 180 days 
for the life of the contract. Payment of Tern1inal Leave monies will be made 
as per the stipulated agreement attached in Appendix G. 
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Such leave of absence shall begin on July Ist following the conclusion of the 
school year in which the teacher declares his intent to retire with the option 
of lump sum or regularly scheduled pay periods. Such leave will be granted 
to a teacher who: 
(a) has been teaching in the district for fifteen (15) years or more. 
(b) is eligible for service retirement and who meets the necessary 
requirements for such retirement as defined by the New York State Teachers 
Retirement System. 
(c) will retire on the day immediately following the final day of his leave of 
absence with pay. 
(d) duly and timely executes the written application as prescribed by the 
Board of Education of this district. 
If death should occur after proper notice is given, but before actual 
retirement, all benefits will be paid to the employee's beneficiary if 
designated, otherwise to the estate of the employee. 
Should a teacher decide to retire in mid-year, they will give 60 days notice 
of such retirement. The terminal leave will be paid bi-weekly until June 30. 
The remainder may be in lump sum or bi-weekly at the teacher's option. 
I. A leave without pay of up to two years will be allowed if elected to public 
office. 
J. If a teacher dies while employed by the district, payment for all unused 
sick days (to 180 day maximum) will be made to the designated beneficiary, 
otherwise to the estate of the employee. Payment may be taken in lump sum 
or by pay period as elected by the beneficiary. 
K. FAMILY AND MEDICAL LEAVE ACT: 
In accordance with the Family and Medical Leave Act of 1993 the following 
are provided to the Central Islip Teachers: 
K.l. The district shall pay 100% of the cost of the Health Insurance 
premium, as provided by law, for any leave taken under the provisions of 
FMLA. This supercedes Article XXI sec C8. 
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K.2. Teachers applying for FMLA will not accrue seniority, since it is an 
unpaid leave. 
K.3 Beginning July I, 2007 teachers may not accrue credits for salary 
advancements while on FMLA leave. 
K.3. Teachers applying for FMLA will be returned to the same position the 
teacher held at the time the leave commenced or if the position is no longer 
in existence to a substantially equivalent position. 
K.4. The District must post a notice approved by the Secretary of Labor 
explaining rights and responsibilities under FMLA. There is substantial fine 
for each violation if the District willfully does not post the approved notice. 
In addition, the District is obliged to provide infonnation to its employees 
about their rights and responsibilities under FMLA. 
K.S. Each twelve month period for FMLA Leave shall begin on February 1st 
of each year. 
K.6. Each request for FMLA leave should be sent 30 days prior to 
commencement date, ifpracticable. The request for leave shall be sent to the 
Superintendent of Schools, with a copy to the Board of Education. 
K.7. If the Federal law mandating the FMLA leave is repealed, than this 
clause, (Art. XXI, K. 1-6) shall be null and void. 
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ARTICLE XXII 
-SUMMER SABBATICAL LEAVE POLICY-
Summer Sabbaticals have been eliminated effective as of Sept 1, 1994. 
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ARTICLE XXIII 
-SUBSTITUTE TEACHERS­
A. Positions which will be vacant for at least one (l) semester will, to the 
extent possible, be filled by personnel who have met the State certification 
requirements. Such certified substitute teacher will be given a regular 
teacher's contract, accrue all benefits and be paid as of the first day in said 
position at the appropriate rate on the regular teacher salary schedule as if 
said teacher has been originally employed as a full time teacher. If a 
certificated teacher is unavailable, such vacancies will be filled by the best 
qualified non-certified personnel. Such non-certified substitute teacher will 
thereafter receive the appropriate salary for his level of professional 
preparation on the regular teacher salary schedule and accrue all benefits 
available to regular teachers from the first day of employment. 
B. In the beginning of each school year there will be forwarded to each 
classroom teacher a list of qualified substitute teachers. The classroom 
teachers will work out a preferred list with the building Principal. The 
Superintendent of Schools will have final say as to who will be on this list. 
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ARTICLE XXIV
 
-PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT AND EDUCATIONAL
 
IMPROVEMENT­
A. The parties agree to establish a Professional Development Committee to 
make recommendations concerning attendance at workshops, seminars, or 
other professional improvement sessions. Within fourteen (14) days after the 
execution of this Agreement, the Superintendent or his representative and 
the President of the Association shall each appoint three (3) members to the 
Committee and they shall select a chairperson from among themselves. The 
Superintendent and the President may from time to time replace members 
appointed by them. 
B. The Board will pay the reasonable expenses, including fees, meals, 
lodging and/or transportation incurred by teachers who attend such sessions 
approved by the Board of Education. 
C. The Board may budget an amount deemed appropriate for this purpose. 
D. In addition, a teacher may with the advance approval of the 
Superintendent, attend such sessions at the teacher's own expense. 
E. The district agrees to continue support for the Teachers Center and the 
Mentor/Intern Program and other grant programs which may be mutually 
developed as long as funding continues. 
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ARTICLE XXV 
-PROTECTION­
A. Teachers will immediately report in writing all cases of assault suffered 
by them in connection with their employment to their principal or immediate 
supervisor as soon as practical. 
B. This report will be forwarded to the Board which will comply with any 
reasonable request from the teacher for information in its possession relating 
to the incident or the persons involved and, as permitted by law, will provide 
the police and the courts with any reports, records or evidence relating to the 
incident. The Board will extend such protection as provided by law. 
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ARTICLE XXVI
 
-PERSONAL INJURY BENEFITS-

Whenever a teacher is absent from school as a result of personal injury 
caused by an accident or an assault occurring in the course of employment, 
he will be paid his full salary (less the amount of any workmen's 
compensation award made for temporary disability due to said injury) for a 
period not to exceed 120 school days of such absence and no part of such 
absence will be charged to his annual or accumulated sick leave. 
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ARTICLE XXVII
 
-INSURANCE A~D ANNUITIES-

The Board will provide the following insurance for each teacher: 
A.I. The Board agrees to adopt that plan of health insurance offered to 
school districts by the New York State Department of Civil Service in which 
premiums for individual coverage under the Empire Plan Core Plus 
Enhancement, will be paid in full by the district. Premiums for dependent 
coverage under the same option wi II be paid 100 percent by thc District. 
Should the employee elect other available options, the district will contribute 
a dollar amount toward payment of the premiums equal to the amount that 
the District would pay had the employee elected the Empire Plan Core Plus 
Enhancement and the employee will contribute the balance of the premium. 
A.2. CITA members have the option to enroll in a Flexible Benefits plan. 
The plan is run in accordance with Section 125 of the Internal Revenue 
Service regulations. 
A.2.(a) The plan allows the employee to set aside an amount of money 
(minimum $250. / maximum $5000.) each calendar year, January 151 through 
December 31 5\ to be taken out of their pay pre tax, to pay for uncovered 
medical and dental expenses as well as child care or dependent expenses. 
Any changes in minimum and maximum amounts that are not controlled by 
the IRS, will be negotiated with the CITA. This plan is separate from and in 
no way affiliated with the heath insurance plans, Empire, HIP, Blue Choice 
or any other plans that may be agreed upon, which the District currently uses 
to insure CITA members. 
A.2.(b) The Flexible Benefits plan is strictly voluntary. The employees can 
opt to participate in any years they wish by notification on agreed upon 
dates. Following the Section 125 rule, any monies not used by the 
participant by Dec. 3151 of the calendar year will revert back to the school 
district. 
A.2.(c) CITA and the District agree that the plan administrator will be 
awarded through the bid process. 
A.2.(d) Employees must enroll each year to participate in the Flexible 
Benefits plan. This enrollment period will be in November of each year. Any 
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new employee after January 151 and prior to September of that year will be 
allowed to enroll at the time of their employment. 
B. DENTAL PLAN 
The District will provide dental coverage at its own expense for the life of 
the contract. 
All teachers will have the option to enter the plan or change their coverage 
during an enrollment period mutually agreed upon by the District and 
C.LT.A. Teachers whose status (dependent or individual) change during the 
school year may elect to change their coverage at that time. Newly employed 
teachers may elect to join the plan upon initial employment. 
c.l. The Board will cover all tenure teachers and/or those who had been in 
the District three (3) consecutive years, when they go on tenure with a 
$75,000.00 Life Insurance Policy inclusive of Accidental Death and 
Dismemberment. Non tenured teachers will be covered with a $30,000.00 
Life Insurance Policy. 
C.2. The District will provide a $25,000 life insurance policy for those 
teachers who retire. This insurance will decrease to ($10,000). This decrease 
takes affect when the teacher reaches 65 years of age. At age 70, the 
Insurance ceases. 
C.3. The district will provide a $10,000 life insurance policy for the spouse 
of the employee and a $2,000 life insurance policy for each dependent. 
D. Those employees who are not to be rehired or leave can, at their option, 
maintain the Health Insurance at their own cost and expense up to August 
31 st through the District. Any excessed teacher will be entitled to continued 
payment of their Health Insurance premium by the District until August 
31 st. 
E.!. On retirement only, after 15 years of service in this District, the District 
will pay in full the cost of the Empire Plan Core Plus Enhancement premium 
for health insurance for the teacher and dependents. 
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E.2. On retirement only, after 10 years of service in this District and age 62, 
the District will pay in full the cost of the Empire Plan Core Plus 
Enhancement premium for health insurance for the teacher. 
F.1. The Board will maintain the benefits provided under the policy on long 
term disability insurance in effect on July 1, 1980 at its own cost during the 
term of this agreement. 
F.2. In 1989-90 school year the district will add a provision to the LTD 
policy integrating primary social security with the present policy. In 1990-91 
school year the district will add to the LTD policy a provision increasing the 
maximum benefit to 66 2/3 % of the salary to a maximum of $3,500. The 
district will assume the full cost of these changes. 
G. The carrier and plan for long term disability, dental, and life insurance 
will be mutually agreed upon. 
H. The Board will pay the premium on all existing insurances for teachers 
on disability who have exhausted all accrued time. This is not to cover 
leaves under Article XXI. 
1.1. Teachers may choose to waive medical and/or dental insurance provided 
by the District by filing the District Waiver Form on or before October 1st of 
each year. Upon receipt of the waiver, 1/2 of the pro-rated annual cost 
(individual or family coverage) will be refunded to the teacher. 
1.2. The payment will be made by separate check paid in January of the next 
year. Waivers must be filed each school year. A teacher who submits the 
waiver will not be eligible to reinstate the insurance until the following 
school year or in accordance with the New York State Government 
Employee Health Insurance Program. 
J. The district will assume the cost of the following improvements: 
J.l. The district will provide for an increase in co-insurance on major 
services to 60% and lifetime orthodontal will be $2,000. 
J.2. The district will provide Dental coverage to include a dental maximum 
of $2,000 and TMJ coverage to $2,000. 
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K. The board will pay lOO% of an Excess Major Medical Policy for 
individuals and dependents. Those teachers who have selected an HMO 
option for their medical coverage will receive a stipend for the entire cost of 
the coverage once a year. Those teachers who have an Excess Major 
Medical policy and decline coverage under this provision will receive a 
stipend once a year at half the cost of the premium. Upon retirement, the 
teacher may continue this coverage at their own expense at the group rate. 
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ARTICLE XXVIII 
-TEXTBOOKS· 
A. The Board agrees that it will provide sufficient textbooks to insure that 
each pupil in a classroom has textbooks for his own use within the limits of 
the Education law. 
B. A District wide textbook committee, formed in accordance with Article 
XXXI Section A shall meet. Agreement for adoption of a text shall be 
subject to approval by 80%, or the nearest equivalent to 80%, of teachers 
using said text. Teachers maintain the right to purchase textbooks from their 
personal budgets. The final determination will be made by the Board of 
Education upon recommendation of the Superintendent. 
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ARTICLE XXIX 
-ACADEMIC FREEDOM­
A. Except as it interferes with the teacher's responsibility to and 
relationships with students and/or the school system, the private and 
personal life of a teacher is not within the appropriate concern or attention of 
the School Board. 
B. Teachers will be entitled to full rights of citizenship and no religious or 
political activities of any teacher (provided such activities do not take place 
during his working hours) or the lack thereof will be grounds for any 
discipline or discrimination with respect to the professional employment of 
such teacher. 
C. Teachers shall have the right and obligation to teach controversial issues 
fairly and without bias. 
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ARTICLE XXX 
-TEACHER RECRUITMENT-
The Board agrees that it will use its best efforts to hire only certified 
personnel. 
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ARTICLE XXXI
 
-CURRICULUM COUNCIL-CURRICULUM COMMITTEE­
A.I. The Association shall have seven (7) of the fourteen (14) permanent 
representatives on the Curriculum Council who shall be appointed by the 
President of the Association. 
A.2.(a) The role of the Curriculum Council will be to establish direction 
within the council, provide leadership and vision, recommend leadership 
training, develop and submit budget recommendations for curriculum work, 
identify and implement a curriculum evaluation process, develop process to 
implement a curriculum, conduct needs assessment, train task forces, 
monitor task forces, assess program strengths and weaknesses. 
A.2.(b) The Superintendent and/or the Association may initiate proposals for 
school wide programs in accordance with the nine components of the CSRD 
model: 
•	 Effective, research-based methods and strategies; 
•	 Comprehensive design with integrated components including 
instmction, assessment, classroom management, professional 
development, parental involvement, and school management; 
•	 Professional development; 
•	 Measurable goals and benchmarks; 
•	 Majority of faculty/staff members support model implementation; 
•	 Parental and community involvement; 
•	 External technical support and assistance; 
•	 Evaluation strategies; and 
•	 Coordination of resources. 
A.3. The Curriculum Council reports to the Superintendent. 
B.I. The Association shall have three (3) permanent representatives on the 
Curriculum Committee who shall be appointed by the President of the 
Association. 
B.2. A teacher serving on Curriculum Committee shall be entitled to mileage 
as described in Article X-c. 
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B.3. Non-tenure teachers will be eligible for service on the Curriculum 
Committee. 
B.4. Funds will be made available for the Committee's operation and 
program provided an appropriation is approved by the Board and budgeted. 
B.S. The Curriculum Committee reports to the Board of Education and the 
Superintendent. 
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ARTICLE XXXII
 
-EXTRA CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES­
A. There will be compensation for extra curricular activities, chaperone 
positions and workshop presentations as provided for in appropriate 
appendices. This will include, but shall not be limited to, the activities listed 
in Appendix D: Extra Curricular Pay and Appendix C: Chaperones. 
B. Remuneration for extra curricular activities will be made in two (2) equal 
payments by separate checks, one at the end of the first semester and one at 
the end of the second semester. Remuneration for chaperone positions and 
workshop presentations shall be made in the pay period immediately 
following the completion ofthe activity. 
C. Compensation for extra curricular activities will be allocated in 
accordance with Appendix D. 
D. Chaperone Activity Guidelines-
D.l. All chaperone positions for fall, winter and spring activities, including 
elementary winter and spring Concerts, will be posted to all members of the 
bargaining unit and the district shall seek applicants on an entire season 
basis. In addition, all positions for accompanists at elementary concerts shall 
be posted and remunerated at the chaperone scale. Pianists remuneration 
shall reflect rehearsal time, as has been the practice. 
D.Z. Chaperone assignments not filled on a season basis shall be posted on 
an event basis and filled as per the provisions of this contract. 
D.3. Chaperone remuneration will reflect all time worked including before 
and after an event. The remuneration shall be as listed in Appendix C. 
D.4. Chaperones filling a posting for an entire season will have a right to 
continue from year to year in an assignment, and be replaced only by 
resignation, retirement, or for removal for just cause as per contract. 
E. Workshop Presentations 
Workshop presentations made by members of the Central Islip Teachers 
Association (selected through an agreed upon posting) shall be compensated 
at the following rate: 
Twice the adult education rate for each hour of preparation. 
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The total number of hours of preparation shall be equal to the number of 
hours of presentation. 
Any release time or substitute coverage necessary to carry out the 
workshop shall be at district expense. 
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ARTICLE XXXIII 
-EDUCATIONAL EXPANSION­
A. The following Stipulated Agreements are printed in Appendix "G". 
•	 Curriculum Council and Curriculum Task Forces (6/12/96) 
•	 Educational Evaluator Special Project (6/3/97) 
•	 Intellectually Gifted 6th Grade Special Project (6/1 0/97) 
Any grade levels added to the Intellectually Gifted Program shall adhere 
to the conditions stated in this Stipulated Agreement. 
•	 Teaching Assignment & Responsibilities for the office of President 
Central Islip Teachers Association (7/27/98) 
B. The District Code of Conduct and the Disruptive Child Program has been 
aligned with SAVE legislation. Any existing language not contrary to the 
SAVE legislation shall remain in effect. The District agrees that all 
administrative actions taken will be in accordance with the Disruptive Child 
clause, the SAVE legislation and the District Code of Conduct. 
B.1. Disruptive Child Program -A child who threatens or engages in 
physical violence to himself, his fellow students or a teacher may be directed 
by the teacher to report immediately to the principal or other designated 
supervisor under such escort as is prescribed by the school. 
B.2. Pupils who so seriously disrupt the classroom work as to impede 
effective instruction may be reported by the teacher to the principal or other 
designated supervisor. Such report shall be in writing and shall contain 
substantiating data on the behavior of the child. 
B.3. Upon receiving a report of violent or disruptive behavior, the principal 
or his designated representative shall make a suitable investigation and shall 
promptly initiate a course of action that will best serve the needs of the 
school and the child. After such consultation with the principal, teacher, 
guidance counselor and psychologist it will be decided whether to return the 
student to the classroom. 
B.4. If the problem is not solved in this manner after available courses of 
action have been taken and a decision has been reached by the principal that 
the child still so seriously disrupts the classroom work as to impede effective 
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instruction, the child should be referred to other facilities within the school. 
The principal shall refer the case to the Superintendent under existing 
procedures, if no such facilities exist in the school. 
B.S. Each plan of action should involve the parent, the teacher, the child and 
other appropriate personnel. No final decision on placement or course of 
action should be arrived at without such participation. 
B.6. If action by the principal is unduly delayed or if the child is repeatedly 
returned to the same teacher's classroom, the teacher may appeal to the 
Superintendent. The Superintendent shall set up an appropriate procedure for 
review and disposition of such cases. The question shall be whether the 
continued presence of that child in the regular classroom so interferes with 
instruction as to be seriously detrimental to the interests of all the children, 
including the particular child. If so, the child is not to be returned to a 
regular classroom. The final decision will be made by the Superintendent. 
B.7. Within budgetary limitations the board will seek to provide additional 
facilities and services for the special care and training of children who are 
found not to be fit for conventional educational process. 
C. Special Education teachers will be paid a differential of $1 ,000 in each 
year of the contract. This differential will not be granted to anyone who 
begins service as a Special Education teacher in the Central Islip School 
district after June 30, 2001. 
D. The School-Nurse Teacher/Practitioner position will be paid a differential 
of $1,000 in each year of the contract. 
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ARTICLE XXXIV
 
-GUIDANCE­
A. Duties of Guidance Counselor 
The counselor is professionally trained to meet the Guidance needs of the 
community. His primary role is in student counseling, but he also carries 
responsibilities in such areas as pupil appraisal; interpretation of test results; 
organization of programs for increasing student knowledge of vocational 
information; utilization of community resources; placement; and evaluation. 
His duties are as follows: 
A.I. Counsels pupils individually and in groups, helping them to gain insight 
into their educational, vocational and personal social problems and to 
develop skill in arriving at decisions. 
A.2. Studies pupil needs through the use of records, tests, observations, 
consultation and interviews. Assist pupils in evaluation of their abilities and 
interests and interprets same to pupils, parents and teachers. Enlists pupils' 
cooperation in carrying out plans to promote better adjustment. Gives 
support to pupils in helping them to resolve difficult situations. 
A.3. Assists in screening individual pupils to identify those having special 
needs such as gifted and talented pupils, underachievers and potential 
drop-outs; pupils to be referred to the psychologist; potentially maladjusted 
pupils; and other groups of pupils with specific needs. 
A.4. Makes recommendations to the principal concerning placement, inter­
class transfers and placement in special classes. Interviews new pupils and 
after testing and completing evaluation, the counselor recommends 
appropriate class placement for them. 
A.5. Interprets pupil personnel data to staff members and cooperates with 
teachers in planning and carrying out measures to overcome learning 
difficulties and help pupil adjustment. 
A.6. Works along with all specialists in order to help a particular child. 
Arranges case conferences when necessary. 
A.7. Interprets pupil data to parents and enlists parental cooperation in 
carrying out educational plans, Helps parents explore opportunities and 
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resources for the pupil's growth and development. Participates in parent 
meetings whenever necessary. 
A.8. Cooperates with other agencies which provide services to pupils and 
their parents. 
A.9. Maintains required records. 
A.IO. Is responsible for group guidance programs. 
A.II. Conducts articulation activities on all academic levels and works to 
help pupils make a smooth transition from one school level to the next. 
Makes available information on educational offerings and occupational 
requirements. 
A.l2. Has a responsibility ofreviewing all student course selections and 
appraising the appropriateness of choice to both student and parent. 
A.l3. Conducts follow-up and other evaluation activities concerned with 
the study of pupil needs and effectiveness of school program in meeting 
the needs. 
B. Counselor-Pupil Ratio 
The number of pupils for whom a counselor is responsible should be such 
that he can carry out his functions effectively for all of them. It is agreed 
that the pupil load per counselor will conform with the provisions of 
Article IX. 
C. Secretarial Assistance 
Ample secretarial assistance will be available for the counselors. It is 
agreed that where possible a ratio of one (I) secretary to seven hundred 
(700) students in the senior high school and one (I) secretary to one 
thousand (1000) students in the junior high school will be maintained. 
D. Working Conditions 
In order for the counselor to function in the school setting the following 
conditions should prevail: 
D.l. He should have the physical facilities appropriate to his work; 
a. Private office visual as well as auditory. 
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b. Office should offer a relaxed and comfortable atmosphere. 
D.2. The housing of discipline cases in the guidance office and the 
interruptions during counseling interviews should not exist. 
D.3. Discipline cases should be referred to the counselor, not to administer 
discipline, but as a follow-up to the actions of the disciplinarian. This 
would give the counselor ample time to review past records and discuss 
with teachers the child in question. 
E. Salaries 
In light of the fact that guidance counselors hold additional certification to 
that of the classroom teacher and in light of the fact that the guidance 
counselors of Central Islip Public Schools have traditionally worked a 
longer day (7 112 hours) and a longer school year (September I-June 30) 
than the classroom teacher, the guidance counselors of the Central Islip 
School District will receive the following: (see Appendix E-Guidance 
Salaries). 
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ARTICLE XXXV 
-DUES DEDUCTION­
A. The Board agrees to deduct from the salaries of its employees dues for 
the Central Islip Teachers Association and affiliates to transmit the monies 
directly to the Central Islip Teachers Association. 
B. Each of the Associations named in Section A above will certify to the 
Board in writing the current rate of its membership dues. Any association 
which changes the rate of its membership dues will give the Board thirty 
(30) days written notice prior to the effective date of such change. 
C. Deductions referred to in Section A above will be made in consecutive 
installments to commence with the first paycheck in September. The Board 
will not be required to honor any months' deduction authorizations that are 
delivered to it later than one (I) week prior to the distribution of the 
payroll from which the deductions are to be made. 
D. No later than September 30 of each year, the Board will provide the 
Association with a list of those employees who have voluntarily authorized 
the Board to deduct dues for any of the Associations named in Section A 
above. The Board will notify the Association monthly of any changes in 
said list. 
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ARTICLE XXXVI 
-COACHES­
A. All notices related to vacancies in coaching positions will be posted in 
every school clearly setting forth a description of and the qualifications for 
the position including the duties and the salary. Coaches' salaries will be 
paid by separate check. 
B. Should a sport be extended beyond the regular season games, the 
coaches shall be compensated according to Appendix IF_6", to the point 
where the sport he is engaged in reaches its conclusion. (A list of eligible 
participants who will aid in post-season play shall be compiled). 
C. Level Movement- For the purpose of salary advancement on all 
coaching scales, full credit shall be given for all service within the same 
sport. 
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ARTICLE XXXVII 
-GENERAL­
A. \Vhen it is necessary, pursuant to Article IV (Grievance Procedure) for 
an Association Representative to attend a grievance meeting or hearing 
during a school day he will, upon notice to his principal or immediate 
supervisor and the Superintendent by the President of the Association, be 
released without loss of pay as necessary in order to permit participation in 
the foregoing activities. Any teacher whose appearance as a witness is 
necessary in such investigations, meetings or hearings wil1 be accorded the 
same right. 
B. The Association will be provided with one (I) copy for each school 
building and one (1) additional copy for the Association of the Board's 
personnel policies, Rules and Regulations and any changes in or 
amendments thereto. 
C. Copies of this agreement wil1 be reproduced at Board expense and a 
copy given to each teacher now employed or hereafter employed by the 
Board within forty-five (45) days after contract is signed. 
D. If any provisions of this Agreement or any application of the Agreement 
to any employee or group of employees shall be found contrary to law, 
then such provision or application shall not be deemed valid and 
subsisting, except to the extent permitted by law, but al1 other provisions or 
applications wil1 continue in ful1 force and effect. 
E. No existing Board policies, instructions or handbooks shall in any way 
limit the rights granted teachers in this Agreement. Any portion of the 
existing documents that is inconsistent with this Agreement will be 
ineffective. 
F. All conditions of employment will be maintained at not less than the 
standards in effect in the system at the time this Agreement is signed. The 
Board will amend its personnel policies and take such action as may be 
necessary in order to give full force and effect to the provisions of this 
agreement. 
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G. The parties agree that during the life of this Agreement neither party 
can reopen any matters which were or could have been discussed during 
the negotiations resulting in this Agreement. 
If any part of this agreement becomes rendered null and void thm the 
interpretation, edict, or law of any governmental agency both parties agree 
to formulate a change in the language which shall be in keeping with the 
terms of the original agreement while still satisfying the aforementioned 
governmental interpretations, edicts, or laws. 
H. It is agreed by and between the parties that any provision of this 
agreement requiring legislative action to permit its implementation by 
amendment of law or by providing the additional funds therefore, shall not 
become effective until the appropriate legislative body has given approval. 
I. JOB SECURITY 
1.1. Any teacher whose position is eliminated due to change in curriculum 
or the curtailment or reduction of a program will be offered another 
teaching position in the district if such a position is available. In the event 
there is no available position for which such a teacher is employable by 
reason of seniority and certification requirements, he will be placed first on 
the substitute teacher list. Such teacher will also be offered the first 
opportunity for reemployment that may occur in the grade or certification 
area in which he had previously taught at the time of the lay-off. In no 
event will he suffer any loss of rights, or other benefits upon such 
reemployment. The remuneration for the substitute who falls under this 
provision of the contract will be substitute teacher's pay. 
1.2. A teacher's failure to respond affirmatively within twenty-five (25) 
calendar days after receipt of the Board's letter sent by registered mail to 
the teacher's address on file with the Board, recalling such teacher, shall 
result in the termination of the teacher's rights of recall hereunder. 
1.3. If the teacher who falls under this provision is employed as a teacher in 
another school district, he will have waived all rights and privileges 
applicable to this article. 
1.4. A teacher may upon making a request in writing to the Superintendent 
waive his right to substitute under this provision. 
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1.5. A teacher who is substituting in the Central Islip School District under 
this provision will make himself available to be called by the answering 
servIce. 
J. Should any language be altered or omitted by the printer or due to any 
other reason, the agreed to language will be added in an addendum. 
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ARTICLE XXXVIII 
-DURATION-
This agreement shall become effective as of, July 1, 2005 and shall remain 
in full force and effective until June 30, 2015. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have hereunto set their hands and 
seals this 17th day of October, 2005. 
BOARD OF EDUCATION
 
Central Islip Union Free School District
 
CENTRAL ISLIP, NEW YORK
 
s/~$~ 
By: Mr. Edward Freudenberg
 
President, Central Islip Board of Education
 
CENTRAL ISLIP TEACHERS ASSOCIATION 
~yy:'~fi~
 
President, CITA 
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_______+_ Hou~a'"'te-;-s=---____ _ . + _
 
Ch
 
-_ ~=-~~~tji':~i,,'Iii'"~ +HS 1 .....'r--==;.HS': . 
Evening School I - - EJemenfary:­
20()5:~iJ()&-_=-=-EL-=-=--T------- 31 f- 21 
2006-2007' ~--_-_- 34 1--_______ 23 
2007-20081 41' I 35 24 ~008-2009 43 36 25 
2009·2010 44 38 25 
2010-20111 46 _~! 39 26 ~~~:~~lt- - :~ .---~E=---f--- :~ ~~
 
2013-201.._.4. I .5._._.1.+. .. +_ _ 43t--___ 292014-201  53 45 -- - ---T----~o=t 
1 
-~~ ~ ---=----~~~-- -- --=--~-- =-t--~-E=-~-=-~~- ==~=----
l- --- isummer land Competitive tSWim 
I-- - -fPool Ma~ger& --I Head Swim Instructor & --AsSiStiilt-­
_:",asters-Swim In!lr. Competitive Swim Instr., Swim Instr. an 
-22000065:22000°761 37 -- j---l----26---:~_=~=-..:...--= __ ~d -=~ 
~f-__ :~ -=+- ~~+- --~;---f----­
~_~!!l- 43 30 =t-- -- --+-- -- - - 14 ~~~~~~~ :: 3~332~'_ __ . _ ;-- ---i, - ------+~4655 ~~~~:~~~~ :~~~-==+----+-------C_"*__ -.~_-.. ­ 1 
~13-~Q~j 51 __ 36 17 
2014-20151 53 ~------'F~ +-=-_=- __ ~ ~ _~_H 
--:=-___ _._ --: l_--=- ---=__==__=-c-- ~~ ---J __ __ 
HS & JHS After School Detention I 
+-- - --~------~-------1--
. ----~---j_ .. _-----------~- - ---_.,_.__ .. - --~ ------_. . ....-.-~---------:+---------!---._--_._--_ini=--;i ==;~~iT-=__=*==--=:--=~±~---.-~~-~~g~~--- -~~l ---~~~::~~~: l---~t_-- ~------~-- ------- -­
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Appendix 0-1~~~~~;.....:,-o--~~-- ---+---­ f-----­
Extra Curricular Activities 
Comoensation Schedule 2005-2006 .. 
Activity 
Sr. High # Annual Total 
Yearbook 2 3050-6100 
Newspaper 1 3658. 3658
 
Legal Eagles- --·---··--1 f- ~--3658
 
Dramatics --- 1 1829 1829 
Class-Advisors --.- --- ... Senklr------ -.-. 1------ -2f-· - 2440. 4880 
--- --------------f--------- ;.-. ---.--­
~:~I11~re -.L~l--~~;!~~~=-~ 
~~shma-n---j _~~ _ 1Q.!7: 2()3_4 
SO --1------1.1- 1322 1369 
~~nCo~O~~i~i::~r .- -~-~-==-~U-~~=--2~;~i -=~; 
Vocal L- __ J.;._H2~.:.-1~~ 
~n.d~~_llrcJ1ingClinic 1·~ __.3..~Q. 
Band- Marching Clinic 1 3050 3050 
~l2.ll}'Marching Band 4~ 812 3248 
CLUBS 
f-----. --+---~=+---~=-i ~"-c_~ 1 812 812 
Spanish 1-;---812 -------ai2 
Science 1 812 ---m 
~,~~ ~ --~~- :~~I ---E__n __
F.T.A. 1+- 8121 812
 
FHA. 1, ---S1:t- 812
 
--- ----- --- • - - - -I -- - -----. 
F'.B.A_. __ ; ._ 11 ... _!l..1~ 812 
~'i~:~-=-~t-=1-iif- m
 
IJ§ii~==----- --l ---.1L_=-~~=!l12 _:_---- .8f2 
~.@ry___ 1 --.!l1~ 812 
Varsity 1l 812 812 
Projection-- J 11 --812- 812 
Mechanical Drawing - i 1 i 812 812 
88 
2005-2006 I
 ~-~n__ =-- ~-~1~-==t=-=--=-=:=-:L==--
REED -----+---j'--Annual Total
 
Yearbook __ 1;_._ ~2~1_ 2237
_-=1::=
Ay'" coordinato_r__ _ I . __JJ__1322 1322
 
voc-ai------+=-=2f736 1472
 
Band ---~ ! --V--1728- 1788
 
--- ---------1-· ----- -------­
English CILJb _ ------I-----L- 8~2 812
 
~~~a.~~~~dies CIUb-__--===Jj .-~~-~" --- ~~
 
Science Club . l' 812 812
 
.§_CJUb==-- - -C~: 1l : 812f a.~2
 
~re~e~~~~~~hOOIS-+---1i 812 812
1
 
AvcoOrdiilator:-==t: 6. :---__-i046-- 6276 
~~~~-_~ 1-= l:ft1ll
 
COfT1p!:Jter t _ ....._~. __z.!.:3.l--.3565 
~=:::~:~~~-_:, t=:~~~~L-=-- ~~~~ 
Orch.estral_[)ir~~I" __. ~ '.1_4rn- 1417 
PlJbli<:;itl'.&.House1'J1gr,_+ 1i _ 12171 1?17 
~i~~~~~~n,-cons_t., ~__ 11--- 1263';"---i263 ~;--'---;;-- - --- ,- ----t---------· ­~a_keup DirEl(;tqr +___ 1~ 226 226
 
ArtDi:@ctor __ i. _ 1. _.~~L 455
 
~~;~a~~~~~~~~~ ----h=·-~;M---- ~~~ 
13!.ni0.r:Glass Play I' 
General Director --B=-989'2989
 
Auditorium Manager i; 3658 3658

----- ----t --------- - ----- ... ­
Muaskl,en-Ue-Pss[)Mi~acntaore-r -+-- _ 226! 226
-- 11" 
'--40-7---407B 
89
 
Appendix 0-2 I 
Extra Curricular ActiVities· ------ ---­
~---------
Com ensation Schedule 2006-2007 
~---~ -L----~ ~--~-=--
Sr. High ~ # Annual TotalYearbook---- - --2- -3283--6576 
Newspaper - ~ 1 - -~39371 3937 
Le~! Eagles~ ----~ -=-_ 1,- _3937 - 3.~7 
Dramatics 1 1969! 1969 
Class Advisors -- : - ~~ . ­
Senior-~ 2~ 2626,- 5252 
Junior 21 - -- 1752- - 3504 
Sophomore I-----y 1095---2190 
Freshman t -2;---1095- 2190 
SO--~--- ---t--- 1:1423-- 1423
--- -- "-------------+. --- ----+------------,- ---­~~"~60s",~:-i -I2~~~~1~: 
~~~~~,Marching -,CliniC , ,,', +, ,,' ~~~-~",,' ,'- ~,-~~~-"" Band~Marching clinic ---- - l' -3283- 3283 
3DayMarChing Band ! =_~_~I( 3496 
(;~~-- ", - --~+-_...:...._---- -, ' -,
French ,1 874 874 
Spanish -1~---1--874---874 
~~~h~ce_ - --~-=I ~}--_~=;~~-=-~ :;: 
FHA. '1 874 874 
F.TA -I -- l' 874 874 
F.NA 1 874'---874 
F.B.A~ 1 874' 874 
Art 1 874, 874 
Industrial Arts 1 87(--- 874 
Chess ----- I----T- 874t -874 
HiStory __~_)- -- 1 ---874' -874 
Library -- 1 874 874I 
Literary--- -1=-=-=- 1-874- 874 
Varsity 1 -874~ 874 
PrOjection -- --1--- 8'74--- 874 
Mecti8ilTcalDrawin --1-- 874 874 
90 
~~--~l'··-... -+r-----­ - IREED----=--_ # . Annual +--Tot81 
Yearbook --+ ~- 2408 2408 ~ordinator _+ --n­ 1423 1423 
~. I 
Vocal -+' 2 793 1586fund----·­ . 1 1860 1860 
ErlgliSh Club ~ 1 874 1 874 
Ma!hcfub -, ----1r----~~E~~StudiesClub -C 1 874 __!!7~ 
Science Club ---r­ 1 874 874 
A~rt-oCOOlu-;b----------~---1i- --8-7-4----874 
~m~~: Clut>---T---1t - 874 ------a74 
~entary Schools 
AVcoordinator 6 1125, 6756 
Safety 5 -7~ 3845 
lJewspaper - t-- --5--7!l7L_ 3845 
Art 5 7671 3845 'Mu~---- · --5t -767 ~45 
----­ 1---­ -­ ---=c--.-----=-=-= 
cS0mputer ' \ 7_67 _ 3845 
~.dway musical 
~eral Director 1 3283 3 
1 
2 
3 
-
6 
8 
0 
3 
Stage Director 1 1360 
91
 
Appendix 0-3 
Extra Curricular Activities 
Comnensation Schedule F2;;;O,;;,07...-;;,20;;.;O;,;:8'l-1 
Activity I 
Sr. High # -~f~6t7a910-Ann3u3a9~5=
~earbook __~__~_----,2=+-_----=~ 
Newspaper ~ 407r4071 
Legal Eagles 1 4071 4071 
Dramatics __ 1 2036T - --2_~ 
Class Advisors 
Senior ~ 2715 5430 
Junior 21 1812 3624 
Sophomore 2 1132 -2264 
Freshman 1 2 1132 2264 
SO -t---~1--------:r471 1471 
'HonorSoCiety-T- --10181 1018 
~rdinai~r~ -=-_~_~_ _ -:1 22591 - 2259 
"'.o_~'-- I__ ---1+ 1il~3 ~ 1923 
Band- Marching Clinic 1, __ 33~5L 3395 
Band- Marching Clinic 1 3395' 3395 
3 Day Marching Band 4-904" 3616 
c=~~--~--I--------j-------- -----­
CLUBS __ 
French 1
1 
904 1 904 ~~-------~.. ~-- =-=~ t -~~:t-=- ~: 
904Math ---r -----~t _~.o41 
F.H.A. I. 1 1 ::r--- _.9()4 
F.T.A. i l---ik=-JlQi i~~===---- c-__1J - ~~i~~_ -- _~ 
Industrial Arts _1 L _904" 904 
Chess 1 ' 904 904 
~~:~~-= ~- --- , -~r-- ~~: ~~: Q!erary-_= --1~--9o.{ 904=~~_r__
Varsity __--L- 1__~*04--....9-04 
Projection . 1 . 904 904 
Mechanical Drawing 1-;-- --904 --- 904 
92 
2007-2008 1f------i 
;~~-~==~_ ---=--=-----·--=i+·-----:--·---;----~+-i---·_-A-_n-.'1lJ!I!~_~ 
YE!CIrbook . ~ 1 2490 2490 
AV coordinator 1 1471 1471
--------­ . ----~... 0 0 
~v--=o..::.c-a=I'-----···-----------~---=--~g-----8~Q __1_6'!Q. 
Band 1 i 1923 _.J_~~ 
English Club ± 1 904 904Malf1CIu-b--­ 1 904 904 
---~--_.._-----~ §ocial_Studies Club· 1 i 904 904 
~~~~g~utJ ---o­ __ -~r-- ~g: ~g: 
H()m~~:_C;I.ll.b_____ i _ 11 __ _=@4:=­ 904 
~~io~:~t~~hOO'~J-==-t=_~:~---=~i®~ 
r~per --==jt' -mm-U------~~it---i 
_______._ _ . l­ ~.__~ 
~uter----- ~7~~--.l96~ 
~:~:,ci:r:c~:t~~j==-=--=1t---_--;;~co3_:;09.§;:-~-._-_---;;3:;039;;;c~;:-I 
Stage Director ' 1 1406 1406 
~~[)irector--==--= ..~. ---15ft _1577 
P.i:l.tJ~city~ouse Mgr. i 1 : 1355 1355 
Set Design,Const., 
93
 
-- ---
~~'!CI~~~ _ 
Extra Curricular Activities ! 
Com ensa-tion Schedule-=-~08.2009( _ 
Activity 
Sr. HiQh--- - # Annual t- Total 
.------- -- -- j-
Yearbook 2+ 3514- 7026 
Newspaper 1 4213 4213 8~~a~i~~S r- -~ ~~~i' 4213 2107 
~Iass A.clVisors_! --~ ---+-­
Senior 2 28101 5622 
Junior --- 2:C-- 1875r~-375()
-=t:Sojitiomc;re_ 
_ 2+!.1n~_~~4
--I 
Freshman ! 2' 1172 2344
-_. - ---_.­
SO 1 1523 1523 
1 1054r- --1054 
AV coordinator 1 _2338 j 2338 Honor So.~t¥_ _ VoC8\- --- -- r---­ 1991 1991 
---- I
Band: Marching ciinid ­ 1 ; 3513- 3513 
B..and:Marching <2lin1c" 1 3513 3513
----1 - -- ­
3 Day Marching Band 4 935' 3740 
CLUSS-­
__ LFrench­ l' 935 935 
S.ea..n ish 1 : + 935 935 
Science 1 935 935 
Math---­ 1 
-F~H.A-:­
__ ~~I=--~i~;__1) 
F.TA 1 935 935 
- ----+- - -----------­
F.NA 11 93~'___Jl.35 
"FE.A. 1 935 935 
Art 1 9351-935 
Industrial Arts 1, !3j-5j 935 
Chess 1 935 935 
History 1 935 9351 
Lib~ary 1 935 935 
Lit~<lry 1 935! 935 
1 935; 935 
Projectio.n_ --+ l' 935:-935 
V<lrsitX t­
-- 1 1Mechanical Drawin 935' 935 
94 
2008-2009 
------+----r----+--------j 
--------+-------t--~-I___---___1 
----,~-~-I_-~-___j--~__+-~-_1 
REED ----"-1···--#- Annual: -·_·-TOtar 
YearboQk--------:-------1 ---2577', 2577 
AleOO;;'di"'""t,_~-1!:---1 ~23- 152~_ 
vocaI-------- 849' _~8- -=-±_ 
Band 1 1991 1991 
~1~s~I~~Ub -E--~. 9ri~;= ~~;
 
Social Studies Club .' . 1 ---935 ,. --,--=rr=. 935 
ScienceCiub----'---- 1 - -935 ---935 
--------- -----+-- ---- - ----.. -----­
Art Club _ -I-- ._Jl__...935 _. 935 
Home Ec. Club ' 1; 935 935 
ElementarySChOO--rs--~---r-----;-----
AV coordinator i -~-=--=-r------::~ 1204:= 7224 
Safety '5, -----'!?!1- 4105Newspaper---- -'-5_~--4105 
Art 5 821 i 4105 
MU~~----=---_ ---- 5 4105-8211 
Computer --- ---~ 410581
Broadway musical --------J---­
General Director . +1 __3513 _ ~13 
Stage Director ' 1__~~f--1~~5 
Orchestra! Direaorl . 1; 1632t 1~32 
Publicity&House M4------4 1402, 1402 
Set Design,Const. l----__ _ 
Lights. AV .' ,,1' . 14m 1455 
MakeuPDirector--l-----1j 2601---260 
.--~- --- ------- -- -------;:-;;;-;;t----­
~~~~~~t%TreCtor-- -.-- -~ - ;;t-- ;~~ 
~~~:[~-'a::~~y ,-=- ---,.'t=~::Tl.= _2§O 
Genera[Oirector_=-----.L:=-----= 1]' 3443 _"3~4i3 
Auditorium ~.anager_, 1_' __4213 ~~1} Mll~eup Directo_r--t= 1, __--.J6Ot ~ 
Business Mana er 1 4~ 469 
95 
~~ 0-5 ---di- £ -­IExtra Curricular Activities
 
Com ensation Schedule _~2009.2010 .~~_
 
Activity "
 
Sr. High ,# Anilliill Total
 
Yearb~__~ J_~+ 7J66 
Ne~paper~_~ _! 43571-'357 
Legal Eagles .=+=". 1 _~57 .__~57 
Dramatics 1 2179 2179
clas...--AdVi5cirS .~--- ...~--. . 
~~----=-=1= . t-- l~~~ .... ;~~_~
 
Sophpmore.._ _+ ~_.1J1.2~1~23 
Freshman ' 2, 1212 2423
s6- ---- . - ·-··--.,i -1575 .. -1575 
Han-or Society----- .----:---- ·-----1;------1"090,..-- -- -1690 
A\Fcoordl'nator' --1-- -17" 2418-,-' 2418 
Vocal' --.--- -=r ---~f1 2658f ----W58.­
Ban-d- MarchTngCITnlc -~-1 363Ji- 3633 
Band- Marching Clime 1 3633 3633 
~~~~arChing Ban~d'=-_ _4)___9~[ _=38~ 
French 1 967 967 
Spanish----- . ---1 -- 967 -967 
~~nce -- =E-~-;+- :~; ~~; 
~'~'~'. ....  --~~ . -£-- iH .-:~
 
F.B~ --.-.~--1 i-- 967 - 967 
Art- 1 - 967.-- - 967 
In.<l~.s~fi~lvts ..._, ---=-1+~"=_.~6IL ~67 
Chess___ __ .. _ --~H-. .._9.67 ,_ ~§7 
History 1 I 967 967 
Library I 11 967, -- -967 
Literary ---~--r-·--1r_~--967 
~~~j~~iOn----of- ;I--"~~; . ;~; 
Mech8r\iCa.io;:awi-n~,-~-' -1-,-'" 967 967 
96 
1506 
269 
542 
542 
269 
97
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Appendix 0-6 
-j ~~ 
Extra CurrlcUlarActi;ities 
-+ ----~ +---­Co~nsatioil Schedule ~­
--1 2010-2011ActiVity-- ~---l--~~ ­ .+ 
~:·a~~~~k-~~-=-==-~---:~# 2~A-"~~'N-~~_f~~~0 
Newspaper - ~~~ i - - - iT .-4509- 4509 
Legal Eagles-~--~ 1t-- 4509 1 4509 
Dra~matics_"':~=~==- ~=-1= -22f~ ::'~__~~5 
Cla~s~~dvisors_~ ~+~~~---+----1.---­
Sen~or _ :_ ]j _ 3_00_8.__ ~()16 
Junior 2 2007 4014 
Sophomore 2 1254: 2508 
Freshma-n 2 1254i ~ -2508 
SO 1 t ~ 16301630 
-- -	 - t - _. - -. -­
Honor Society 1 1128 1128 
--~ --- ---- ----	 - --- -I ---­
AV coordinator l' 2502' 2502 
Vocal - ~ 11 2130 i 21:30 
-- - I - ---. -
Elamj~ Marching~Clinj(;: 1 3760 3760 
Band- Marching Clinic 1 
1 
3760 3760 
3-DaYM~rch.iriii B~;'~d ' 4- 10()1 - -4004 
CLUBS 
___ --.l _ 
French 1 1001 1001 
Spanish 1 -- ~100t 1001 
Scien-ce----- - 1 -- -ioM!- 1001 
Math ---- --1-: ---- fOO'1 j -- 1001 
FHA. -- 1-;- 100~1~ 1001 
F.TA - 1 -16or 1001 
F.N.A. 1 1001! ~ 1001 
F.BA 110011 1001 
Art 1 1001- 1001 
Industrial Arts 1 1001 1001 
Chess 1~1ci01: 1001 
Hi~ory	 - 1~ 1001' ~ 1001 
~ -~~ -~1;~- 1001-- 1001Libr.§.1}'
 
Literary 1,1oaT ~-1001
 
---- 4·" - • 1--__ 
Varsity . ~	 1 1001 1001 
---- ----- ,----- -_. - "1-- --- __ oj 
Projection , 11 1001 ' 1001
 
Mechanical Drawin 11 ~ 1001 1001
 
98 
---
,2010-"'-' _ ~~_~~ 
---- ----c-----­
----r--­~______ ---4 Annua_1 c-- Tota~ 
Yearbook . 1, 27~ 2761 ~V<i>oro,o,,~ 8= } 1631 "31 
1 
Vocal 2 909 1616 
Band - 1. 2132 2132 
~nglish Club --=~ _~__~ H5~ 
Math Club ~ 1 i 1002 1002 ~tudies-Club ---~--1-0021 -1002
---=1=----­ --1=---­~cienc~_guJ:> ___ __ *__1002 __ 10~~ 
~~~u~C~CIUb--~-~=~t-==-~~~-~J]gl 
E'.moo"'.,. Sc~ ,~oordirtator_ 6 1290 I i@ 
~ety _____ __~_ 8791 4~ 
Newspaper 5 879 4395I-c-- ---+---- ---~ 
~ ___ ~__ 5' 879 4395~lJsi~____--l- --it 879 4395 
Computer 5 
IIl3roadway musical ~ 3764 3-764 
Stage Director i 1 1559 1559 
tefrchestral Director I, 1 1748 1748 
~lcity&House MgG= 1 1502 ___1502 
~esign,Const_,-t=---- ---:r=:-== 
General Director I 1 
Lights, AV 1 1559 1559 
",!~~eu~ Director __~~~ ___ r~=-:27~L-=----==-279 
Art Director 1, 561+ 561 
'costume Director-t----1i--=- 561 --:S~ 
Re~~sal Pian~ 1 27~_____219 ,~i~ CI... P1'yJ :~~ t --" General Director 1 3688 3688 ~uditoriu~Mart?ge~, --- 1 _ 4513/---_ -~ 
Makeup Director ~~___~~i----h-
Business Manageri 1 502 502 
99 
Appendix 0-7 ~
 
Extra CurTiCUiarActlvities-- -----

Com ensation Schedule 2011-2012 
Activity 
Sr. High ~~ # Annual~ -rotal 
Yearbook 2 ~7790 
Newspaper ---1 467U~- 4671 
Legal Eagles _1 4671 4671 
DramatiCs-----=-+__ - 1_23;__ 2_336 
Class Advisor~_t-- __ 
~~~ii~;~=----=t= .l-=-_ ~~;~ __.-:;~~ 
SOJlhom-","~ __~ 2~1 1299 .2598 
Freshman 2 1299 2598 
--------- ._---­
SO 1 1688 1688 
Honor Society -'-~------1~- -11 69 ---1169 
A'Tcoordinator--- ·----1·-2593 2593 
VoC81- --- 1 2207 2207 
Band~ MarchingCfini~1 _- --1~I 3895 - ~895 
Band- Marching Clinic! 1 3895 3895 
3 Day Marching Biind~.---'- 4! 1037---4148 
._---_._-_._~,-----+----------,. 
CLUBS 
French -_. ----- ~--- 1 1037 1037 
SpanlSh----.---:--- ---1T ~3! ---103-7 
Science_. ~--~___++_~ 1037 1037 
~.~~.- ----1=--~+-~~ -~~;
------.---t- ----1--. - 1037F.T.A. +- .!L-!Q17~_ 
F.N.A. 1 ~ 1037 1037 
F.B.A. -- - -1- 1037- 1037 
Art - 1 1031' 1037 
Industr~IArts 1 - 1037 1037 
Chess-- - - 1. - 1037----1037
HiStOry ---- - ~. ------ 1'-------f637- ---1('-37 
Libra----- -----. ---f10377- -1037 
Literary' -------- ----1-- 10371-1037 
\Tar5ity_-==-~::-~=----:--i'__..1 o3'ii----= _1037 
Projection 1 1037' 1037 
Mechanical Drawin -1---1-037-:--1037 
100 
101
 
Appendix 0-8 IExtra CUrricular AcUliifies . -I ­
ComPensatiollScl1edule ~o12.:io13: ...n·· • 
ActivitY ~~__.=._ ..L ,_ 
STl-li.9l1_-... -_-~ ! _. ~~u~!-+-_ T.<ltal. 
Yearbook 2 4036 8072 
N~wsp~~-_ _ - -1r ··4s;fo'--4840 
Le(Ell~a9.le~ __~ ~ -==-1T:"'-':"~~_-:-3840 
Dramatics . _ l- .. ~:_ ... 2i?Q:_ 24.20 
ciiss AdvISors 
Senior -- -- -- - -- - - 2! 3-228' 6456 
JunIOr -- - 2' 21}4[ 4308 
Sophomore 2 13461 2692 
Freshman- - 2 1346 2692 
s6---- 1 1749' 1749 
~riOl:~ciEl.tY__~. t - - 1 ' 1211 I 1211 
t~c~i~dinator _ ~ - _}~~I· _;~~~ 
~an_d-=-~<l~hJ.ni¢liniCJ-~-'--'_1L· 4036, 4036 
Band.=Mar0in_9_ClinicL __..1.l 4Q3~ 4036 
3 gay Mar9hln.9_Band __ __4_ 107~ 4296 
CLUBS 
Ere.'1c:b.f. 1.( 1074 1074 
Spanish 1 1074 1074 
Science· - !-- 1+ -1074r-- iOi4 
Matll-- -- --- - 1 16741 -1074 
F.HA ··-I--'-.-~_-_Io74L-_-i074 
F.TA + 1, 1074 1074 
F.NA . 1f- 10741 1074 
F.BA 1 1074' 1074 
Art 1 1074 1074
+ .. 
Industrial Arts 1 1074 1074 
Chess 1 _ 1()74~ __ 1074 
His~ory ~ _1().?.4.J. __10..'74 
Libr.al)i 1 1074 1074 
Lite.r.ary 1; . -16f4-~- 10I4 
Varsity.. 11 1074, 1074 
Projection -1' 10i~--1074 
Mechanical Drawin 1 -1oi4T- 1074 
102 
2012·2013 ! !
r-------------t-----+---i-----f--------/f----------i ---­
~. ~--------1--*AimUalf--TOtiI 
Yearbook 
AV coordinator 
11 
11 
2963 2963 
1751 f------1751 
Vocal 2 976 -1952 
Band 1 2289 2289 
~h C~~__+ 11_~f----_~ 
Irr~~~~T-=-~l-=:*;~~1
 ~CIUb~~__~ 1+-_J.Q751_ 1075 
Home Ec. Club J--_!.L-..J075~_~OT.5 
Elementary Schoo'!+- -l__~~_._ 
AV coordinator .-l---.- 6: 1384 8304
 
Safety ---+------_ 5 944 4720
 
~ape_r_~==- 51 944 4720 
Art I 5. 944 -4720 
~usic-- T ~~~ 4720 
Computer- I - 5+-_ 944 1_=-£~
 
Broadway musical ~
 
General Director 1 -4C=O""""'4~O+--1------c4704-c0:1
 
'Stage Director 1 167Y----1673 
Orchestral Director 1 1876 1876 
Publicity&House Mgr. 1 1612 1612 
~.c:D:.c:e::s:",igc..:n~.C,::..:o::..:nc::s.:ct.,-.--+I----..L------c~+-~~c_1 
~~~~~:6ire~tor. _=t-~: ~t _1~=--.J ~~; 
Art Director 1 11 602 . 602 ~~~r~~~~~t---;T-~-~--mt -~~~ 
Senior Class Play I· I -- --I - - -­
~eralDireciO-r--r---fi --39581-3958 
~itorium ManagerI---~ 11 - 484414844 
Makeup Director ~ 1 299 299 
'Business ManaQer 1 539, 539 
103 
Appendix 0-9 l__ 11 ____~_----
Extra Curricular Activities
 
ComDensation Schedule 12013-2014---­
~~~==~==F~--~t=':':::'':'::=i~-----~______ I
 
Sr. High -#--Annual~ __~
 
Yearbook 2: 4181 8362
 
Newspaper .L J.L .::5.::.0.:.14.:.ii---~.::.5.::.0.:..14_'_l
 
5014
Legal Eagles --------;- 5014+- l­ 1 ~c.s. 1 _ _2_5_0_8+;~ 2508 
Class Advisors 
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2013-201~ ---l--­ _ 
---------- ----~-------+-----+--------
-----------+--------­
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AeRendix D-10_~~~ 1 
Extra Curricular ctivities 1 
;~:Vity~II~~~=~~ ~='2014.201 ~~ -=:­
S,.:-High --- --- - -- -#--jAnnual--i'otal 
y"'eaibQC>~-_-_=-.- ___ _.]1=.~-4331--'-_'-'-_86_62. 
Newspaper l' 51941 5194
---.-- ------ ---- '--------r----~---
Legal Eagles .:... .1J ?1_~l-_S."-~4 
g~::a~~Visors--- - -- __11 _2.§914__~sg~ 
~~~i~-- .=--=.~-=- .~=-- f---t~~~-~-=-~~~ 
Sophomore-- - -- --.- 2 -144~+ 2990 
FreshITlan----- ,- -2[ - f445- --2990 
sO----------i·---1~--1877- --1877 
Honor Society--- 1 -- -1300r-1300 
~V=c~dinator J~__ 21111~l_-~8~ 
Vocal i 1 2454 2454 
~~~_~--M~~~~gr~l~=--:~ -~_1-r - -4~~~_=-_-_~!l~i El<J!l(j-}v1<l~l1ifl9.flil1icJ ..__ __ 1L __ i3}~1 __ ~3.! 
3_l:)ay~ar~lll£.!land_L__ ~ __11~i 4612 
CLUBS 
French- -- ---- ~,- - 1; -~ -11l3;= .. 1.153 
Spanish---- - - -- 11 1153 1153 
sCience - - _1~~--31j3t •• J)5} 
~<illl==-_-.... '- __ ...1 !1.s.~ ~ 1?] 
F.H.A._. --1- ..J 1_....1-"--S.~._..J..153 
F.J.:~ ..L .J+__~_.!153 
F.N.A. 11 1153" 1153 
F.i3:A. - 1 -1153T -'1153 
Ar( 1 1153,- - 1153 
IndustriaiArts- - 1r 1153; 1153Chess- -- - ! - 11 1153 ~ 1153 
HiStory - 1 1153\ 1153 
Lit>@ri=- - __ 1115~L -..11.5.3 
.LJtEll'.<lr1'. _ _ __ I___~ _ _11 ~ f- _ 11..5.:3. 
Varsity J. 1f- _1.!S.3~ _.J 1.§.3 
Projecti0l'1. ~. 11531 1.153 
Mechanical Drawin 1 1i5Jt 1153 
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Appendix E 
Guidance Salary Schedule 
20052006 
BA BA15 BAJO BA~ BA60 BA7S Dr. 
MAJOMA MA15 MA45 MA60 MA75 MA90 
Slep 1 1311 1796 1990 20871214 1408 1505 1602 1699 1893 
Step 2 1311 1408 1505 1602 1699 1796 1893 1990 2087 2184 
Step 3 1408 1505 1602 1699 1893 1990 2087 2184 22811796 
SIep4 1505 1699 20871602 1796 1893 1990 2184 2281 2378 
Step 5 1602 1699 1796 1893 1990 2184 2281 2377 24742087 
Step 6 24741699 1796 1893 1990 2087 2184 2281 2377 2571 
Step 7 1796 1893 1990 2087 2184 2281 24742377 2571 2668 
StepB 2087 2474 2571 27651893 1990 2184 2281 2377 2666 
Stop 9 24741990 2087 2184 2281 2377 2571 2668 2765 28§1.­
Stop 10 2067 2184 2281 2377 2474 2571 2668 2765 __ 29~2~~ 
~11 2184 2281 2377 2474 2571 2668 2765 305628§1.. f-------- 2959 
Stop 12 2281 2377 2474 2571 27652668 2862 29_~ 3153f------ 3056 
Slep 13 2377 2474 2571 27652668 2862 2959 3056 3153 3250 
Stop 14 2474 2571 2668 2862 29592765 3056 3153 3250 3347 
Slep15 2571 2668 2765 2959 3056 31532862 3250 3347 3444 
Slep 16 2668 31532765 L 2862 2959 3056 3250 3347 3444 3551 
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Appendix E 
Guidance Salary Schedule 
2006·2007 
BA BA 15 BA30 BA45 BA60 BA 75 Dr. ! 
MA MA15 MAJO MA45 MA75MA60 M~ 
1307 1516 1829 1933 2037 21421411 2246.1620 1724~. 
Step 2 1411 1516 1620 1724 1829 2037 2142 22461933 2350 
21421516 1724 2037 2246Steo3 1620 1829 1933 2350 2455 
Step 4 1620 1724 1829 1933 2142 2246 24552037 2350 2559 
Step 5 2246 2350 2455 25591724 1829 1933 2037 2142 2663 
Step 6 21421829 1933 2037 2246 2455 25592350 2663 2768 
1933 2037 2455 2559 27682142 2246 2350 2663 ~ ~. 
SteDB 2037 2142 2246 2350 2455 2663 27682559 2872 ~ 
Step 9 235()_ 2768 2872 29762142 2246 _ --.z455 2559 2663 3081 
Step 10 2246 2350 2455 2559 2663 2768 2872 2976 3081 3185 
Step 11 2350 2455 2976 3081 31852559 2872 32892663.. 2768 
Step 12 2455 2559 2663 2768 2872 2976 3081 3185 3289 3394 
3185SteD 13 2768 2872 2976 3081 32892559 2663 3394 3498 
5teD14 2768 2976 32892663 2872 3081 3185 3394 3498 3602 
Step 15 2768 2976 3394 349B2872 3081 3185 3289 3602 3707 
Step 16 2872 2976 3081 3185 3289 3394 3498 3602 3707 3822 
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Appendix E 
Guidance Salary Schedule 
20072008 
BA BA15 BA30 BA45 BABD BA 75 Dr. 
MA MA15 MA3D MA45 MABD MA75 MA9D 
Slep 1 1351 1459 1567 1675 1783 1891 1999 2107 2215 2323 
Slep 2 1459 1567 1675 1783 1891 1999 2107 2215 2323 2431 
Step 3 1567 1675 1783 1891 24311999 2107 2215 2323 2539 
Slep4 1675 1783 1891 1999 2107 2215 2323 2431 2539 2647 
Step 5 1783 1891 1999 2107 2215 2323 2431 2539 2647 2755 
StepB 1891 1999 2107 2215 2323 2431 2539 27552647 2863 
Step 7 1999 2107 2215 2323 2431 2539 2647 2755 2863 2971 
Step 8 2107 2215 2323 26472431 2539 2755 2863 2971 3079 
IStep 9 2215 2323 2431 2539 2647 2755 3079 31872863 2971 
Slep 10 2431 29712323 2539 2647 2863 3079 3187 32952755 II 
Step 11 2431 26472539 2755 2863 2971 3079 3187 3295 3403 
2647 2755 2863 2971~tep12 2539 3079 3187 3295 3403 3511 
Slep 13 2647 2755 2863 2971 3079 3187 3295 3403 36193511 
Slep 14 2755 2863 2971 3079 3187 3295 3403 3511 3619 37~Z. 
2863 2971 31873079 3295 3403 3511 3619 3727cJi.tep 15 3835 
SleD 1B 2971 3187 3295 I 34033079 3511 3619 3727 3835 3943 
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Appendix E 
Guidance Salary Schedule 
20082009 
BA BA15 BAJO BA45 
MA 
BA80 
MA15 
BA 75 
MAJO MA45 MA80 MA75 
Dr. 
MA90 
Step 1 1398 1506 1614 1722 1830 1938 2046 2154 2262 2370 
SIep2 1506 1614 1722 1830 1938 2046 2154 2262 2370 2478 
Slep J 1614 1722 1830 1938 2046 2154 2262 2370 2478 2586 
Step 4 1722 1830 1938 2046 2154 2262 2370 2478 2586 2694 
Slep 5 1830 1938 2046 2154 2262 2370 2478 2586 2694 2802 
Slep 6 1938 2046 2154 2262 2370 2478 2586 2694 2802 2910 
SleD 7 2046 2154 2262 2370 2478 2586 2694 2802 2910 3018 
Slep 8 2154 2262 2370 2478 2586 2694 2802 2910 3018 3126 
SIep9 2262 2370 2478 2586 2694 2802 2910 3018 3126 3234 
51ep 10 2370 2478 2586 2694 2802 2910 3018 3126 3234 3342 
51eD11 2478 2586 2694 2802 2910 3016 3126 3234 3342 -~ 
3558SteD 12 2566 2694 2802 2910 3018 3126 3234 3342 3450 
SteD 13 2694 2802 2910 3016 3126 3234 3342 3450 3558 3666 
Slep 14 2802 2910 3016 3126 3234 3342 3450 3558 3666 3774 
Step 15 2910 3018 3126 3234 3342 3450 3558 3666 3774 3882 
Step 16 3018 3126 3234 3342 3450 3558 3666 3774 3882 3990 
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Appendix E 
Guidance Salary Schedule 
20092010 
BA BA15 BA30 BA45 
MA 
BA60 
MA15 
BA75 
MA30 MA45 MA60 MA75 
Dr. 
MA90 
Step 1 1445 1553 1661 1769 1877 1985 2093 2201 2309 2417 
SleD 2 1553 1661 1769 1877 1985 2093 2201 2309 2417 2525 
SteD 3 1661 1769 1877 1985 2093 2201 2309 2417 2525 2633 
Step 4 1769 1877 1985 2093 2201 2309 2417 2525 2633 2741 
SteD 5 1877 1985 2093 2201 2309 2417 2525 2633 2741 2849 
SteD6 1985 2093 2201 2309 2417 2525 2633 2741 2849 2957 
SteD7 2093 2201 2309 2417 2525 2633 2741 2849 2957 3065 
SteD 8 2201 2309 2417 2525 2633 2741 2849 2957 3065 3173 
Step 9 2309 2417 2525 2633 2741 2849 2957 3065 3173 3281 
Step 10 2417 2525 2633 2741 2849 2957 3065 3173 3281 3389 
SteD11 2525 2633 2741 2849 2957 3065 3173 3281 3389 3497 
SleD 12 2633 2741 2849 2957 3065 3173 3281 3389 3497 3605 
Slep 13 2741 2849 2957 3065 3173 3281 3389 3497 3605 3713 
SleD 14 2849 2957 3065 3173 3281 3389 3497 3605 3713 3821 
Slep 15 2957 3065 3173 3281 3389 3497 3605 3713 3821 3929 
SteD 16 3065 3173 3281 3389 3497 3605 3713 3821 3929 4037 
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Appendix E 
Guidance Salary Schedule 
20102011 
BA BA15 BA30 BA45 
MA 
BA60 
MA15 
BA 75 
MA30 MA45 MA60 MA75 
Dr. 
MA90 
Step 1 1495 1603 1711 1819 1927 2035 2143 2251 2359 2467 
Step 2 1603 1711 1819 1927 2035 2143 2251 2359 2467 2575 
Step 3 1711 1819 1927 2035 2143 2251 2359 2467 2575 2683 
Step 4 1819 1927 2035 2143 2251 2359 2467 2575 2683 2791 
Step 5 1927 2035 2143 2251 2359 2467 2575 2683 2791 2899 
Step 6 2035 2143 2251 2359 2467 2575 2683 2791 2899 3007 
Step 7 2143 2251 2359 2467 2575 2683 2791 2899 3007 3115 
Step 8 2251 2359 2467 2575 2683 2791 2899 3007 3115 3223 
Step 9 2359 2467 2575 2683 2791 2899 3007 3115 3223 3331 
Step 10 2467 2575 2683 2791 2899 3007 3115 3223 3331 3439 
Step 11 2575 2683 2791 2899 3007 3115 3223 3331 3439 3547 
Step 12 2683 2791 2899 3007 3115 3223 3331 3439 3547 3655 
Step 13 2791 2899 3007 3115 3223 3331 3439 3547 3655 3763 
Step 14 2899 3007 3115 3223 3331 3439 3547 3655 3763 3871 
Step 15 3007 3115 3223 3331 3439 3547 3655 3763 3871 3979 
Step 16 3115 3223 3331 3439 3547 3655 3763 3871 3979 4067 
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Appendix E 
Guidance Salary Schedule 
20112012 
BA BA15 BA30 BA45 
MA 
BA60 
MA15 
BA 75 
MA30 MA45 MA60 MA75 
Dr. 
MA90 
SleD 1 1548 1656 1764 1872 1980 2088 2196 2304 2412 2520 
SleD 2 1656 1764 1872 1980 2088 2196 2304 2412 2520 2628 
Slep 3 1764 1872 1980 2088 2196 2304 2412 2520 2628 2736 
Slep4 1872 1980 2088 2196 2304 2412 2520 2628 2736 2644 
SleD 5 1980 2088 2196 2304 2412 2520 2628 2736 2644 2952 
SleD 6 2088 2196 2304 2412 2520 2628 2736 2844 2952 3060 
SleD 7 2196 2304 2412 2520 2628 2736 2844 2952 3060 3168 
SleD 8 2304 2412 2520 2628 2736 2844 2952 3060 3168 3276 
Slep9 2412 2520 2628 2736 2844 2952 3060 3168 3276 3384 
Slep 10 2520 2628 2736 2644 2952 3060 3168 3276 3384 ~3600SleD 11 2628 2736 2844 2952 3060 3168 3276 3384 3492 
SleD 12 2736 2844 2952 3060 3168 3276 3384 3492 3600 3708 
Slep 13 2844 2952 3060 3168 3276 3384 3492 3600 3708 3816 
Slep 14 2952 3060 3168 3276 3384 3492 3600 3708 3816 3924 
Slep 15 3060 3168 3276 3384 3492 3600 3708 3816 3924 4032 
~ 3168 3276 3384 3492 3600 3708 3816 3924 4032 4140 
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Appendix E 
Guidance Salary Schedule 
20122013 
BA BA15 BA30 BA45 
MA 
BA60 
MA15 
BA75 
MA30 MA45 MA60 MA75 
Dr. 
MA90 
Step 1 1603 1711 1819 1927 2035 2143 2251 2359 2467 2575 
SleD 2 1711 1819 1927 2035 2143 2251 2359 2467 2575 2683 
SleD 3 1819 1927 2035 2143 2251 2359 2467 2575 2683 2791 
SleD 4 1927 2035 2143 2251 2359 2467 2575 2683 2791 2899 
SleD 5 2035 2143 2251 2359 2467 2575 2683 2791 2899 3007 
Slep 6 2143 2251 2359 2467 2575 2683 2791 2899 3007 3115 
SleD 7 2251 2359 2467 2575 2683 2791 2899 3007 3115 3223 
~D8 2359 2467 2575 2683 2791 2899 3007 3115 3223 3331 
SleD 9 2467 2575 2683 2791 2899 3007 3115 3223 3331 3439 
Slep 10 2575 2683 2791 2899 3007 3115 3223 3331 3439 3547 
SteD 11 2683 2791 2899 3007 3115 3223 3331 3439 3547 3655 
SleD 12 2791 2899 3007 3115 3223 3331 3439 3547 3655 3763 
SIOD 13 2899 3007 3115 3223 3331 3439 3547 3655 3763 3871 
SIOD 14 3007 3115 3223 3331 3439 3547 3655 3763 3871 3979 
SIOD 15 3115 3223 3331 3439 3547 3655 3763 3871 3979 4087 
Slop 16 3223 3331 3439 3547 3655 3763 3871 3979 I 4087 419, 
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Appendix E 
GUidance Salary Schedule 
20132014 
BA BA15 BA30 BA45 
MA 
BA60 
MA15 
BA75 
MA30 MA45 MA60 MA75 
Dr. 
MA90 
SleD 1 1660 1768 1876 1984 2092 2200 2308 2416 2524 2632 
SleD 2 1768 1876 1984 2092 2200 2308 2416 2524 2632 2740 
SleD 3 1876 1984 2092 2200 2308 2416 2524 2632 2740 2848 
SleD 4 1984 2092 2200 2308 2416 2524 2632 2740 2848 2956 
SleD 5 2092 2200 2308 2416 2524 2632 2740 2848 2956 3064 
SleD 6 2200 2308 2416 2524 2632 2740 2848 2956 3064 3172 
, SleD 7 2308 2416 2524 2632 2740 2848 2956 3064 3172 3280 
SleD 8 2416 2524 2632 2740 2848 2956 3064 3172 3280 3388 
SleD 9 2524 2632 2740 2848 2956 3064 3172 3280 3388 3496 
SleD 10 2632 2740 2848 2956 3064 3172 3280 3388 3496 3604 
SleD 11 2740 2848 2956 3064 3172 3280 3388 3496 3604 3712 
SleD 12 2848 2956 3064 3172 3280 3388 3496 3604 3712 3820 
SleD 13 2956 3064 3172 3280 3388 3496 3604 3712 3820 3928 
SleD 14 3064 3172 3280 3388 3496 3604 3712 3820 3928 4036 
SleD 15 3172 3280 3388 3496 3604 3712 3820 3928 4036 4144 
~~ 3280 3388 3496 3604 3712 3820 3928 4036 4144 4252 
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Appendix E 
Guidance Salary Schedule 
20142015 
BA BA15 BA30 BA45 
MA 
BA60 
MA15 
BA75 
MA30 MA45 MASO MA75 
Dr. 
MA90 
Slep 1 1719 1827 1935 2043 2151 2259 2367 2475 2583 2691 
Step 2 1827 1935 2043 2151 2259 2367 2475 2583 2691 2799 
Step 3 1935 2043 2151 2259 2367 2475 2583 2691 2799 2907 
SteD4 2043 2151 2259 2367 2475 2583 2691 2799 2907 3015 
Step 5 2151 2259 2367 2475 2583 2691 2799 2907 3015 3123 
SteDS 2259 2367 2475 2583 2691 2799 2907 3015 3123 3231 
SleD 7 2367 2475 2583 2691 2799 2907 3015 3123 3231 3339 
SteDB 2475 2583 2691 2799 2907 3015 3123 3231 3339 3447 
SteD 9 2583 2691 2799 2907 3015 3123 3231 3339 3447 3555 
SteD 10 2691 2799 2907 3015 3123 3231 3339 3447 3555 3663 
SteD 11 2799 2907 3015 3123 3231 3339 3447 3555 3663 3771 
Step 12 2907 3015 3123 3231 3339 3447 3555 3663 3771 3879 
SteD 13 3015 3123 3231 3339 3447 3555 3663 3771 3879 3987 
SteD 14 3123 3231 3339 3447 3555 3663 3771 3879 3987 4095 
SteD 15 3231 3339 3447 3555 3663 3771 3879 3987 4095 4203 
Step 16 3339 3447 3555 3663 3771 3879 3987 4095 4203 4311 
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_'~e~~n~i~£-1 ...----- i­
f200S-2006 Coaching Salaries I 
-- 1-- -rHead-var~itY '1 
Step 4 ... Step 5 
Basketball-Football - . -=---=-I~ s~~~t_~~!2~S~:9~ . 5-~66i - -6337 
_. 
Soccer-Wre~tling-TI"a.ck-S()ftball 
Baseball-Volleyball-Lacrosse I
1 
i 
~}'mnaslics-S~IrTlmi;19___ ..... 4446 4817 5189+- 5561 
e 
5932 
BowlilliWln!er Tra<:~-GoJt. r 
Cross Country-!~nnis 333§+- 3608 __ 3~!l!l~r 4158 4431 
Cheerleading-Football 1518'---164(jT 1771 r-- 191:F 2066 
Cheerleadjng:::Bai:;keib~ 1918 2072-2238[ 2417 i 2610I JuriiorVarSity and Assistant ~ T Step1;-StepY '-Slep3T- Step4--S..t_ep S 
1Basketball-Football :'=~41iiL -~<H.1~- 419.6~-_·'@O- 5245 
- - ! I . 
- _. I 
Winter Track(women) 
Tennis(me-riFswimming-Soccer 
~ 
IvVres.m:nJ)~ Tra.<:k~~~bClIl -=' 
--32331----35101-- 3791Baseball-Lacrosse 4072 4352 
._--f--
--- I 
Golf 3134 3409 3683 3961 4231 
. 1358·Asst. C_heerlea<Jin~Footbali 1467 15841 1711 1848 
Asst. Cheerleadinil_-Bas~etball 1756" 1896' .20481 2212 2389 
. _9th Grade ~ 
__~tep 2 .. st~_3 Ste{l4 Step S 
Bask~all~El<l.seba.I!:.Fo~ball __-+ __.__.. .. _ . __ , 
4072' 4352'lVrestling-La<:rcJ~s~__=-~_.:....~t __ }2~3T . ir~~8tl1-;r:~1' 
, Step1 " Step 2! Step 3 
__ Ste{l~j Step S f-le<iCJr=ooiball-_~_=~~T- ~69QL, 3964r.--· 4243 45~01 4798 
Baseball-Softball-Football-Basketball , 
Cross Counti-y-Tennis-SOccer- r­

Q}'rTlnaslici!rack-~lleyb~l-=.:...::.. ~ .. t!
I 
vVr~stllng-~wimmill9.::.~crosse __ 3233­ 3510+ 
----. -
3791
---­
4072 4352 
§yncllr0nized Swimming 2024 
Additional Athletics
-r 
Senior Hig~J_ntramurals_ 1718' 
Juni()r HiIJ.h Int~Cl.rnurals 1518 . 
5th & 6th Grade Intramurals 1518 
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4843 
6663 
Soccer-Wreslling-Track-Soflball 
BasebaTf~voileyb-all-LaciOsse-­
Gym!laslics=Swimming-= 
-- TAppend-ix F-=-i-L --­ -- ---1­
--­ - ---t;------------­ -----j-------r -----­
____~7.20~Br%Oe::h::~trill!­ _+ 
-----I------~----=-------;ot­ ---0+-­
_________ Step1-+-_Step 2_ ..Jl.!ep~_ §tep~_ ~tep 5 
Bas.kelbaH-Foolball 5l.~7 5813 6229! 6640._ 7053 
-t 
120
 
S~cc:e~W!e~irl9-T!~ck-Softb~II..· 
Baseball-Volleyball-Lacrosse 
GYmnasiic:s-Swimm.ing___-­
Bo~n_f\l\li.nte!.Jrack-=.Gclif_ 
Cr~sl5 C~untry-Tenl1~ . 
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----­ ---­ -1::pe"diX.-5­ I 
_ _ 2009-2010 c:~a_ching Sala!i!s 
, I Head Varsity
--------­ _._._--------­ .------­ ~--
_.__ .. __ . Step1 Step 2 Step 31 
Basketball-Football - '5ns-6221' -.. --6666: ­ Sl!P_~_ StepS 
'. _Z,.~ 7548 
5183 
5040 
2201 
2845 
Golf-----­ 37324061-­ 43881-' 4717 
:::~;;~1f-~~:'"~r-~~-- :;~~I~: ~~ j1:(1 
Basketball-Baseball-Football +-= -Step1 !-~ Step 2 --_~~P_31- .~l!!>-4t- S...tEl!> S 
vVris11inJt!:ac:,rosse'--­ __ ~ __ :3,.851"" 418-i !516I_=4856~ 
______~'!_&~11 Gr~----L _ 
Step1 Step 2 Step~ Step 4' _Step S 
~;!f~~~~~~~~1?;~~~:~kt-el:D==~~tt-~---=-47}2l---==~0~-+~---~408~- 5715 
Gymnastics-=-TraCk-Volley~ - --­ , - -/ - ----:---­Wr~tIing-Swlmll1lng~Lacrosse 3851_ _41821­ 4516' -.18~oL u5J83 
___ _ __ Additional Athletic!>._ I 
~n(;hronized S""im_mJnll 2411 , . J. 
Senior High Intramurals 2046 ' 
Junior-High Intramurals 1808 
5th & 6th Gra-de-ifilramurals 1808­
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,Appendix F-6 ! 
I------------~~~-------"---- 1-------­ --­
12010-2011 Coaching Salaries 
_ _ _ _ __ 1 Head Varsity 
_____.__ 'Step1 Step 2, Step 3 Step 4 __ Ste~~ 
Basket~~II~F'~otball ___L_ 5979 6439 6899, 7355 7812 
, +-­ 1 
-=--­ ----­ - ,---, -'------+----- ,----­ ---+­§~~ElI"=Wrestling-.:rrack-Soft!>all__t_----J- _ _i-­ 1 _ __ 
~~:ri:~i~~[g~~fnC3rOsse_~.t_, 5481t---593St--'6398; ----6856 --7314 
'I ' 
Winter Track(women)---­ __~I-- + +_---+---___1 
~E!IlJ1is(ITlEll1)-Swimmin."g,-_S,c_o=-c-:...:.c_=_er_+ -t­ -----+--­ _ 
W....r.e:>tIing-Track-Softball d: 
Baseball-Lacrosse r---3§86j---43281----46741--56~- 5365 f-----­ -------1----------­ --------+---. ---------'----­ - .. ­ --­
5365 
,-­
~,--------_;_-~--'---o;__;;---+-----_S-~- Step ~Step 3 Step 4 --StePS 
~--sk-e-tb-a-II-Baseball-Football +­ f-----~~+--~~ 
~....r.estling-L-=-a-=-cr:...:.o-=-s-=-se"------+_--=-3-=-9-=-86c.-+-- 4328 4674 5020 5365 
7th & 8th Grade 
------t--S;;O-t;-e-p-,-1-'-S=teP2i Step 31~ep 4 __ §!ep 5 
Head Football 4549 4887' 52311 5597 5915 
Baseball-Softball-Football-Basketball----- ----- ­ t ----­ f--------------­
CrossCountrY~Te;:,niS:S()-cc-e-r--TI---~-----+------t---------; 
~:s~~~:~~:~~~:=-~.:c-~o::..::"'I~-=-e-~c-----3-98--66--'--t------4-3-2-8-+'--4-6-7-4+------5-0-20 
c ---,;J= Additional Athletics 
-S.1'nchr()[lized SwimminQ 249~ 1 
8..en_i<Jr H~hlntramur.C3's --]_J1~_~_==~=-=_~- i 
Junior High Intramurals 1871 
5th&-6thGradelntramurals i 1871 i 
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7163i 7577 
__=t:~-~- __ 6628 
-- ~ 
_ 1 
6152~ __ 
I 
56791 
- --t--­
S~~c_er--~estling-IrClCJ<~Softball~-- ­ I 
Base~II~Volleyball::l"acros~~ _ 
GYrT!~~~~S_wimming _ 
Basketball-Football 
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I Appendix F-8~ -~ -~---I--J'-­
--_- __~012-2013Coaching_~a~~es~_ --_-== 
_ I Head Varsity _ 
Step1 Step 2 Step 3 ~tllP~ __~tep 5 Baskelball-Fog~~~--==--t _ 6417 6911 - 740i5i _J894 i 8385 
I 
Socs:~r-Wreslling-Track-Softball .- -----I------.~ 
E3aseball-Voll.E!Y~.<lIl.~~Cl_crosse _~ ~ + __ ~ + 
7850~ymnaSlil':.S~~imrTIil1lL__. .. _-:5~_ 6374' __6867i __ ~~8_ 
Bo~lil1~tlJVinler Tral':.I<=-Golf 
Cross COlJnlry~T!!_nnis 4413 4774 5.!:fi~- 5501 5862 
cheerleading~FootbaIT-j;..2009 -2i701---2343L-2531 '-- 2734 
Ctl-e-£ir-.I.e•.a.-..d. in.-,9-B,-.aSk.£i.l.b.al.I... ---=~ .-.- .2.53' J""'O~:;B'~:;:'':'.,.1,;;''t'., ..--. -.-3453 
-- -- ------- - ..... - - Step1 Step 2 Step 3 -Step 4' Step 5 
Bf;skelball~Football----- 5486-·-----sa461 6214 ~-6940 
- - ---- -- ,.- -_._._ ... -----,---­
I 
§~~1~~~~~~~00,,'t~=:y~~~J-~,i -~=; -5758 
_..._ _.-_ __ __~ __I=-=:j_~~=-_------ 5~~~~ 
Golf --+ 4146 4511 4874 5240 5599 A~!>I . f~heerieading=~o_~-!t><3II_~--1J97-1941~-=-29-g§l. ..~~~~ 2445 
As~She~~a.dln.9.~B.Cl~l<elball _~_2.323._ 2509" __ 27091 ~27, 3160 
- ----- --j- stephep~I1-~!:~!step4-~-Step-5 
BaSkelbalT:Baseball-Foolball . !. ~t~---T- - J--n -. -- -­Wr~slllng{acrosse __ - -- 42~ __=53~a:r- 5758~. __-~~~_=.s017 
_ 7th & 8th Grade ~ _ 
Step1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4 Step 5 
Head FoolbaIT - - - 4882 - - -5245 --- 5614 6007 - - -6349 
Baseball-Softball-Foolball-Baskelball -- ---- ----- -- -- I 
GrossCounlrY-tennTs-Soccer --t--­ -1- ­Gymnastics-Track-VolleybaH'----- --- , -- -- ­
Wre:sljing=Swimming-La.cr()ss~-~ 4278-- 464~_ 5017 __ 5388 -5758 
-+___ Additional Athletics 
Synl':.l1r0riizedS-""illlming 2679 ' S_e.niorHi9~_lnlramurals r--- 227:3" t 
Junior High Inlramurals .l 2009 
Slh&6lhGrade Inlramural!; 2009----- --1­
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1 .. -----1-__• _ 
2013·2014 Coaching Salaries , 
-_.-----~ '------------T-
Head Varsity i 
- ~tepC- Ste"~:- §t~!'_4 Step 4 Step 5 
. 8687 Basketball-Football 6648 7160 __._. 7672[ _ '-8178 
s.occer-Wres§0l)-Track=§oftball I 
,-­
Baseball-Volleyball-Lacrosse I- I QYf!1~asticfSwirrim;rl\L- j095~ _660:3.; 7114 7623: 
--
8133 
--I 
i i i­
i,Bowling-Winter Track-GOlf 
._-
___I 
CrossC-ourllry-Tennls -- -'--r 5699'4572 4946 5322, 6073 
c:~eerleadJn~-Fo~tba-"­ 2081' __ 22~8l' - 24~1 26.22 ' 2832 
Cheerleading:l3asketball 2630 ' 2840 3068 3312 3577 
- 'JI.JniorVarsityandAsSistarit ,
-~~~r --~tt55-~-=S~~J~-_s~~;t- -S*f9-~Basketball-Football 
WinterTrack(women) 
_I It 
Terlriis(menj-Swimrriiiig-Soccer' 
Wriistllng-Track-Softball -­
Baseball-Lacrosse - 4432 4813 5582' 5965 
Golf 4296 4674 5049 5429 5801 
Asst. Cheerleading-Foolball 1~~2L_ 2011, 2171 23451 2533 
Ass': Che!lrlea~ir19--BaSketball- ~4~~~ 2599:_ 2807 __ }O}~ _ 3274 
'9th Grade + §te~1 f-- S~p ~'f - ~t~-3 --Ste~4:- . Step 5 
Basketball-Baseball~Fooiball 
-- _1_
-----1­
Wrestling-Lacrosse 4432 1 4813 5197' 5582, 5965 
7itl& 8th Gradl! ­
S.tel!1_ Step 2;- StepJ: Step 4 Step 5 
He~d F()otb<lil __ _J _ 5058 ._ ..- 5434- .- 5816 62231 6577 _
Baseball-Softball-Football-Basketball i 
___ J ICroSs~g::unlry.:rE!r1ilis-soccir=-' 1-I 
Gyrnnastics-Track-Volleyball 
Wrestling~Swimmin(t!-acrosse 
__ 44,'321 4[13 j - 5197._ 5~~J 5965 
i Additional Athletics 
Synchronized Swimminl) 2775 
Senior Hi~h IntramLJrals 2355 
JUflior_High irltrarnljrals.._ 2081·­

5th & 6th Grade Intramurals 2081
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Appendix G 
STIPULATED AGREEMENTS/GUIDELINES 
Curriculum Council and Curriculum Task Force(s) 
Education Evaluator Special Project 
Intellectually Gifted Sixth Grade Special Project 
Teaching Responsibilities for the office of President Central Islip Teachers 
Association 
Terminal Leave 
129 
Stipulated Agreement between the Central Islip Teachers Association and the
 
Superintendent of Schools regarding creation of Curriculum Council and
 
Curriculum Task Force(s)
 
The creation of a Curriculum Council and a Curriculum Task Force as outlined in the accompanying 
diagram and with the following agreements shall become effective on this date. 
Curriculum Council ­
I. Decisions to be made by consensus 
II.	 Superintendent retains right of rejection and work can be resubmitted 
III. Methodology and materials are always at the discretion of the teacher 
IV. Use of curriculum materials generated would always be voluntary 
V. Release time shall be given for work during day. remuneration at contractual 
rate for work at any other time 
Curriculum Task Force ­
I. CTF's shall be formed on an as needed basis. 
II.	 Work can be done anytime - summer, after school, etc. 
m.	 Positions shall be posted in accordance with the crrA contract at the
 
contractual rate
 
When any of these above mentioned committees complete their work. any recommended changes in 
terms or conditions of employment will not be implemented until after the President of the Central 
Islip Teachers Association has been notified in writing ot such changes and such recommended 
changes will be negotiated in accordance with the contract agreement between the Central Islip 
Teachers Association and the Central Islip Board of Education 
Ci:~//7'~/Agreed on this date _---;f-Ll-__~~<--J._'___'b=_ _7 7 
Dr. Howard ~f. Koenig Mr. Phil~ . th
 
Superintendent of Schools Presid' . CITA
 
(see attached diagram) 
Curriculum Committee 
MI!!Iwl 
Board Member, 3 Teachers, 
Community Grps. 
.B2!f 
"Advise Board on policy matters 
related to curro 
"Communicate to Curr Cncil, the 
community's views on curricular 
issues 
'Reports to Board and 
Superintendent 
I IBoard of Education 
Superintendent Of Schools 
all curriculum Initiatives should be filtered thru
 
the SUDerlntendent's Office for Curriculum and Instruction
 
I 
( urnculum [ ounci! 
Central Admin (1) Princlpals(3) Instr. 
Coordinators(3) Teachers(7) 
Chosen by const. grp 
Role 
"establish direction within council 
"provide leadership and vision 
"recommend leadership training 
"Develop and submit budget race. for curr 
work 
"Identify and implement a curro eval process 
"dev process to implement curro 
"conduct needs assessment 
"train task forces 
"monitor task forces 
"assess program strengths and weaknesses 
*Reports to the Superintendent 
1 
Curriculum Task Force 
BldgPrlnc., Inst Cordlnator, 'Several Teachers' 
Posted Position @ contractual rate. 
"Does CUrriculum Work, report to Curr Council 
STlPULATED AGREEMENT
 
EDUCAnON EVALUATOR SPECIAL PROJECT
 
I. Any condition in the existing Contract Agreement between the Central Islip Board of 
Education and the Central Islip Teachers Association not expressly modified by this 
agreement will remain in effect. 
2. The Education Evaluator shall not impact on Article Vlll Section A. 
3. The attached document shall provide guidelines for the Education Evaluator. 
4. Education Evaluators must possess Special Education certification. 
S. Education Evaluators shall adhere to the schedule/duties of the building(s) to which 
they are assigned. 
This agreement shall become effective as of the date of its signing to ensure 
implementation by September I, 1997. This language shall expire on June 3D, 1998 at the 
request of either party unless incorporated into the Collective Bargaining Agreement 
taking effect on July I, 1998. 
BOARD OF EDUCAnON 
Central Islip Union Free School Distnct 
CENTRAL ISLIP, NEW YORK 
CENTRAL ISLlP TEACHERS ASSOClATION 
SI.../q!.-:";=I-{.:-f2!.:::::~_Date JiJn 
GUIDELINES 
EDUCATIONAL EVALUATOR 
SPECIAL PROJECT 
DUTIES: 
I.	 In order to facilitate the referral process, the Educational Evaluator carries.out the 
assigned duties in accordance with the Central Islip School District Special' 
Education Handbook and C.R. Part 200. 
2.	 Is responsible for administering scoring, interpreting. and reporting results of educational 
tests assigned to the Educational Evaluator. 
3.	 Submits to CSE all evaluations and reports. 
4.	 Prepares proposed educational goals andlor objectives for initial committee 
meetings. 
5.	 Is responsible for classroom observations ofstudents referred to the eSE. 
6.	 Chairs building eSE subcommittees. 
7.	 Chairs annual review subcommittee meetings. 
8.	 Attends initial district CSE meetings in order to present and interpret test results and 
provide necessary input. 
9.	 Maintains records for all assigned responsibilities. 
10.	 Meets with parents and staff to discuss students' academic strengths and weaknesses. 
11.	 The Educational Evaluator is a member of the Special Education faculty of the 
building to which he or she is assigned. 
NOTE: The Educational Evaluator will receive inservice training in preparation for the duties 
and responsibilities of the position. 
STIPULATED AGREEMENT
 
INTEUECTUAllY GIFTED SIXTH GRADE SPECIAL PROJECT
 
1. Arry condition in the existing Contract Agreement between the Central Islip Board of 
Education and the Central Islip Teachers Association not expressly modified by this agreement 
will remain in effect. 
2. The Intellectually Gifted Sixth Grade shall not impact on Article VIII Section A. 
3. The teacher of the Intellectually Gifted Sixth Grade shall adhere to the schedule/duties of the 
building to which he/she is assigned. 
This agreement shall become effective as of the date of its signing to ensure implementation by 
September 1, 1997. This language shall expire on June 30, 1998 at the request of either 
party unless incorporated into the Collective Bargaining Agreement taking effect on July 1, 
1998. 
BOARD ~ EDUCATJON 
Central Islip Union Free School District 
CENTRAL ISUP, NEW YORK 
Sl4HAC~~
• Dr. Howard 
Superintende of Schools 
CENTRAllSUP TEAOlERS ASSOCIATJON 
SI...p..L--=-,"~~~-:.~-a-,-· Date 'kin 
zi 
TEACHING ASSIGNMENT & RESPONSIBILITIES
 
for the office of
 
PRESIDENT
 
CENTRAL ISLIP TEACHERS ASSOCIATION
 
In order to maintain the highest standard of instruction, the following 
conditions shall govern the teaching assignment of the president of the 
Central Islip TeacheTS Association: 
1. The CITA president shall maintain a full, regular teaching schedule 
and assignment for three teaching days per week (Monday, Tuesday, 
and Wednesday). 
2. The CITA president shall be released from a normal teaching 
assignment two days per week (Thursday and Friday). 
3. The District shall employ an appropriately certified teacher - herein 
referred to as "team teacher" - to be responsible for the president's regular 
teaching responsibilities two days per week (Thursday and Friday). 
4. The CITA president and the team teacher shall both be assigned 
responsibilities on the following days: 
•	 All district-wide conference days 
•	 Appropriate workshops and conferences approved by the 
district 
•	 Two additional days per month to provide for collaborative 
instruction selected by mutual agreement between the rnA 
president and team teacher 
•	 All parent-teacher conference days 
•	 One additional day each marking period, and two additional 
days during the final marking period, for record keeping 
purposes and the coordination of grades 
These shall be additional days for the team teacher, compensated at 
her/his per diem rate. The building principal shall be notified in advance 
of all dates. 
5. District business approved by the CITA president and Superintendent of 
Schools requiring the attendance of the CITA president and the 
Superintendent or his designee shall be scheduled as part of the CITA 
president's non-instructional days. All other uses of the remaining two 
days (non-teaching assignment) of the CITA president's schedule shall be 
at the CITA president's discretion. 
6. At the discretion of the CITA president, and with the agreement of the 
team teacher, scheduled days may be exchanged in order to minimize the 
use of contractual absences and to accommodate the additional days listed 
above. Whenever an exchange of assigned days is not possible, and 
substitute days are necessary, the team teacher shall be assigned the 
additional days, if available, at his/her per diem rate. 
7. The CITA President remains a full-time employee with all rights and 
privileges guaranteed a full-time teacher in accordance with all applicable 
New York State laws and regulations and the collective bargaining 
agreement between the CITA and the Central Islip Board of Education. 
8. Rights and responsibilities of the team teacher shall be governed by the 
CITA/CIBE Collective Bargaining Agreement as applied to a two-fifths 
position. This position (team teacher) shall be non-probationary, 
compensated at BA step 1. 
9. Prior to the end of each school year, the Superintendent of Schools and 
the CITA President shall meet to review the conditions outlined above 
and mutually develop any necessary changes. Changes, deletions, or 
additions, if any, shall be mutually agreed upon and appended to this 
agreement. 
10. This agreement shall be effective beginning with the 1998-1999 school 
year, and become part of the collective bargaining agreement. 
ffi~4'

President, crrA 
2 
MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT 
. ,lA1 
THIS AGREEMENT is entered into as of the ---iL_ day of~ 2004, by and 
between the Central Islip Board of Education (hereinafter "School District" or "Employer") and 
the Central Islip Teachers Association (hereinafter"Association") does hereby amend the terms 
of the existing 2001-2007 collective bargaining agreement that governs the employment 
relationship between the School District and the Association, as follows: 
Effective~~ .~ 2004, the School District and Association agree to the following· 
MANDATORY CLAUSES 
No Cash Option, No employee may receive cash in lieu of or as an alternative to any of 
the Employer's Non-elective Contribution(s) described herein 
Contribution Limitations, In any applicable year, the maximum Employer Contribution 
shall not cause an employee's 403(b) account to exceed the applicable contribution limit 
under Section 415(c)(I) of the Code, as adjusted for cost-of-living increases For 
Employer Non-elective Contributions made post-employment to former employees' 
403(b) account, the Contribution Limit shall be based on the employee's compensation, 
as determined under Section 403(b)(3) of the Code and in any event, no Employer Non­
elective Contribution shall be made on behalf of such former employee after the fifth 
llLxable yeal" following the taxable year in which that employee terminated employment 
in the event that the calculation of the Employer Non-elective Contribution referenced in any 
of the preceding paragraphs exceed the applicable Contribution Limits, the excess amount 
shall be handled by the Employer as follows 
A.	 For all members in the New York State Teachers' Retirement System C'TRS") with a 
membership date before June 17 1971', the School District shall first make an 
Employer Non-elective Contribution up to the Contribution Limit of the Internal 
Revenue Code by no later than July 1st of the year the Employee retires and then pay 
any excess amount as compensation directly to the Employee, by no later than the 
same luly 1sr In no instance shaH the Employee have any rights to, including the 
ability to receive, any excess amount as compensation unless and until the 
, Explanation for TRS Categories, U"der EducoliO/1 Law § 50!(l !)(a). the cctcuiation ofa pre-June 17, 197! TRS 
Tie, ! member's last five years final avemge salary (upon which a member's life-time pension is. in patt, calculated) 
includes any non-ordinary income (such as termination pay) which is received as compensation prior to December 
} ! ,r of the year of retirement Thus, such a member would benefit from receiving, as compensation, in their final year 
of employment that portion of the Employer Non-elective contribution. which is in excess of the maximum 
Comribution Limits of IRe §4' 5 
Thc fillHI avef'dge salaf) of all other members of the TRS (Ie all TRS members with a memberstup date on or ailc' 
.lnnc i 7. (971) may !!Q! include any form of Termination Pa)': therefore, the Employer's post-retirement payment into 
Ihe employee's 403(b) account of thai pOinon of (he Employer Non-elcctive Contribution. which is in execss of the 
rmL"imum Contribution Limits afIRe §~\5, is more advantagcous for those member 
4 
Contribution' Limit of the Internal Revenue Code is fully met through payment of the 
Employer's Non-Elective Contribution; and 
B	 For all members in the New York State Teachers Retirement System ("TRS") with a 
membership date in the TRS on or after June 17, 1971, and for all members in the New 
York State Employees' Retirement System regardless of their membership date., the 
School District sha1l first make an' Employer Non-elective Contribution up to the 
Contribution Limit of the Internal Reverrue Cotk, by no later tban July lSI of the year 
the Employee retires. To the extent that the Employer Non-elective Contribution 
exceeds the Contribution Limit, such excess shall be reallocated to the Employee as 
follows: 
(1) in January following the date ofthe Employee's retirement, the Employer shall 
make a second Employer Non-elective Contribution installment (which 
Contribution shall not exceed the maximum amount permitted under the Internol 
Revenue Code), and with any amounts which exceed the Contribution Limits of the 
Internal Revenue Code reallocated to the Employee, 
(2) in January of the succeeding year (i.e. the second January foHowing the date of 
the employee's retirement) as a third Employer Non-elective Contribution 
installment (which Contribution shall not exceed the maximum amount permitted 
under Internal Revenue Code). In no case shall the Employer Non-elective 
Contribution exceed the Contribution Limit of the Internal Revenue Code, and 
(3) in the event that there remains excess funds after the Employer makes these 
three Employer Non-elective Contribution installments, the School District shall 
then pay any excess amount as compensation directly to the Employee, by no later 
than the second January following the date of the employee's retirement In no 
instance shall the Employee have any right to, including the ability to receive, any 
excess amount as compensation unless and until the Contribution Limit of the 
Internal Revenue Code is fully met through payment by the School District of the 
three above described Employer's Non-Elective Contribution payments 
403(b) Accounts. Employer contnbutions shall be deposited into the 403(b) ING account 
of each employee. If the employee does not designate a 403(b) account to receive 
;~mployei's contribution~, or if the account designated will not accept Employer's Non­
elective Contributions for any reason, then the School District shall deposit contributions, 
in the name of the employee, into the lNG 403(b) program 
Jier KAdjustments. For Tier [ members with membership dates prior to June 17, 1971, 
Employer Non-elective Contribution hereunder will be reported as non-regular 
compensation to the New York State Teachers' Retirement System, subject to and 
consistent with the regulations of the New York State Teachers' Retirement System 
rhis Agreement shaH be subjecl to [RS regulations and rulings Should any portion be 
declarecl contrary ro Jaw, then such portion shall not be deemed valid and subsisting, but 
all other portions shall continue in full force and effect. As to those portions declared 
contrary to law, the School District and the Association shall promptly meet and alter 
those portions in order to provide the same or similar benefit(s) which conform, as close 
as possible, to the original intent of the parties. 
6.	 This MOA shall further be subject to the approval of the 403(b) Provider, which shall 
review the MOA solely lIS a matter of form and as the provider of investment products 
designed to meet the requirements of Section 403(b) of the Internal ReveJflle Code. Upon 
request of the School District, ING Life Insurance and Annuity Company ("D..lAC") 
agrees to provide the School District with lilAC's standard hold harmless agreement, a 
copy of which is attached hereto. Upon request of the School District, ING will undertake 
the calculations of the maximum allowable Non-elective Employer Contribution for each 
eligible employee. 
7.	 Both the School District and each affected employee are responsible for providing 
accurate information to the 403(b) Provider. This information includes both Elective and 
Employer Non-Elective Contributions and the amount of the employee-participant's 
Includible Compensation. 
8.	 Terminal Leaye Pay Paid as Employer Non-Elective Contribution.. All payments due 
under Article XXI §H ofthe collective bargaining agreement between the School District 
and the Association shall be made as an Employer Non-elective Contribution to the 
403(b) account of each covered employee in accordance with the terms and conditions of 
this Agreement and Article XXI §H. 
